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bfalaca. Meridional India and Cathay 

TO THE KING OUR SOVEREIGN. 

Lrs. 1. REG. CAP. 8. 
In the first hook of Kings we find a statement of the duty which 

devolves uDon a Prince's subiects to render loyal service in order 
lo aid and gssist him. 

I t  gives me great pleasure, therefore, to lay at  your disposal my 
treatise on Malaca and its district, and Meridional India, together 
with accounts of Cathay, and the cause of the fixation and variation 
of the navigator's needle, and other curious things. 

This I now submit to Your Majesty. 
As i t  deals with matters of extra-ordinary importance, may Your 

Majesty accept this small offering, tendered as It is because of my 
love for the prosperity and advancement of His States, and because 
of my affection for His people. 

By accepting it, Your Majesty will fire me with resolution to 
render yet greater services. 

May God guard Your Royal person through many happy years 
to govern His States and to he my protection. 

At  Goa, the 24th November, 1613. 

Your Majesty's faithful servant, 
EMANUEL GODINHO DE EUEDIA. 
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TO THE READER. 

P~aro. Lm 31. 
Dmim 7 

Plato says that in every art the first essential consists in the 
imitation of former n~asterpieces. 

So I follow in the footsteps of the writen who described the 
many things which were of preeminent interest in their own times. 

But present-day knowledge disclow errors in statements which 
were insistently asserted to he true; not that the authors lacked 
erudition or ability, but they were much too far away, in Europe and 
Egypt, to obtain accurate information about the Indias. 

So I have been a t  particular pains to record the necessary facts, 
and to complete this work in the Interests of general utility; not as 
being more learned or having greater authority to record curious 
matters, but as having more experience of conditions in the Indias. 

I have divided this dissertation according to its subject-matter 
into 3 parts or treatises; the first deals with Malaca, and its district, 
and its foundation in the year 1411; the second deals with Meridional 
India, and the ancient intercourse therewith, and its aromatics which 
were known in the year 1295; the third deals with Cathay or Attay, 
and the Chinas, and the empire of Preste Juan, a Christian, who 
ruled all this portion of the Orient; it also deals with the accounts 
of Ophlr and Tharsis, following the views of Josephus and St. 
Jerome, and it deals with the reason for the fixation of the navi- 

"gator's needle, and for its variation from the North. 
However grave may he its defects, I pray the reader will he 

tolerant when he observes them, not condemning my efforts, but 
work as designed to stimulate interest and enthusiasm 

light on certain things in the world about which our 
is all too scanty. Farewell. . 
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PART 1. 

CONCERNING MALACA 

AND ITS DISTRICT. 

Table of Chapters in the First Part. 
Concerning the Town of Malaca. 
Concerning the District of Malaca. 
Concerning Tanjon quan. 
Concerning the antiquities. 
Concerning the flora. 
Concerning the fauna. 
Concerning the foodstuffs. 
Concerning the wines. 
Concerning the name " Malaio ". 
Concerning the armed forces. 
Concerning the fortresses. 
Concerning the commerce. 
Concerning the boats. 
Concerning their occupations. 
Concerning Ganoledan. 
Concerning the Malaio Sea. 
Concerning the nature of the land. 
Concerning the temperate climate. 
Concerning the medicines. 
Concerning the sorceresses. 
Concerning the Uaumeth faith. 
Concerning the mines. 
Concerning the waterspout. 
Concerning the bore. 
Concerning Christianity. 
Concerning the ~Malaio KTngs. 

19301 Royal Asiatic Society. 
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(1) Chapter 1. 

(2) CONCERNING THE TOWN OF MALACA. 

(3) ( 5 )  " Malaca " means Myrohalans, the fruit of a tree growing along 
(6) the banks of a river called the Aerlele, which flows down from its 
(7)  source on the hill of Buquet China to the sea, on the coast of the 
(8) mainland 01 Ujontana. I t  was on the south-east side of this stream 

9) (11) that the Permicuri, first king of the Malayos, founded the town 
(12) called Malaca, so famous throughout the world. 
(13) I t  lies in 2 degrees 12 minutes of north latitude, a t  the inter- 
(14) section of the meridian and the vertical: it is in the torrid zone, in 

front of the first climate: the longest day is 12 hours 6 minutes. 
P ~ L E M Y .  Ptolemy does not mention the name '' Malaca ": 

Cosnografihio. it is a modem name given by the abovementioned 
(15) king who founded the town in the year 1411, during the ponti- 

G ~ ~ , , ~ .  ficate of Juan XXIV, when Dom Juan I1 was 
Hirtory of the King of Castile and Dom Juan I King of 

Popes. Portugal. 
Before the foundation of the town, the place was inhabited by 

(16) a fisher-folk, the " Saletes." who eathered in the shade of the - 
myrobalan t;ees. 

(17) These fishermen employed pointed darts called "soligues," 
with which they transfixed the fish swimming a t  the bottom of the 
sea: they used no other devices for catching fish. They were a 
wild, cannibal race, who inhabited the coast of Ujontana in the 
southern sea. 

(18) In ancient times the narrow isthmus of dry-land which ran 
(19) from the promontory of Tanjontuan (now called Caborachado) and 

10) (21) joined the other promontory of Tanjonbalvala in Samatta (corruptly 
SamBttra), extended between two seas, one on the north and the 
other on the south. 

I t  was by this corridor that the natives from the mainland of 
Wbhtana crossed over to Samitta (which means ' Peninsula ' or 

(22) ' chersonese I ) ,  called by Ptolemy ' I  Golden Chersonese ": we shall 
d i m s  this later. 

Permicuri selected this spot in the interests of his own safety, 
13) (14) for he &toad in fear of the ruler of Pam, overlord of the countries 

of Ufontana, w b  was making warlike preparations to capture him, 
in consequence of the treachery which Permicuri had perpetrated 

Is) (26) in Slncapura, when he assassinated the " Xabandar," who was related 
to the lord of Pam, despite the kindness which the " Xabandar" 
hsd &own at his Bouss in Slncapura, when Permicuri took refuge 

17) (18) UMM In hb fll@t from hls lather-ln-law the Emperor of Java Malor. 
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Malaca, Meridional India and Cathay 17 

I 
So Permicuri fortified himself on the crest of the hill, where he 

was safe and free from the fear of being taken and killed. More- 
over, he employed the greatest industry and energy in extending 
the town on both sides of the river: and he developed his new state 
by establishing commerce and traffic with the surrounding peoples 
who all came to the port for the shad-fishery, since the roes or 
" turubos" pickled in brine formed a highly-esteemed dish. 

Then, when the port was open and frequented, merchants from 
Choromandel had recourse to it, especially the Cheiis with their 
cloths. 

These people assisted in attracting the strangers from the 
surrounding islands, who peopled the port and popularized it, bringing 
their merchandise and exchanging their gold and spices for cloths. 

This trade made Malaca one of the richest and most opulent 
States in the world. 

For a t  this time the natives owned many " bdres" of gold: 
and this prosperity continued throughout the reigns of Permicuri's 
successors and descendants. 

Permiecuri was succeeded in order by Xaquemdarxk, Soltan 
Medafarxk, Soltan Marsuse, Soltan Alaudim, and lastly Soltan 
Mahameth who was overcome by Affonqo de Alboquerque. 

The latter conquered the state of Malaca a little more than 100 
years after its foundation, on the 15th of August, 1511. 

After conquering the town of Malaca, the invincible captain 
built a stone and mortar fort at the bottom of the hill, almost along 
the edge of the sea-shore, on the south-east of the river mouth, on 
the same spot where Soltan Mahameth had his palaces and kept the 
treasures with which he retired up the river into the Hinterland. 

He passed over to Pam on the other side of the peninsula, and 
thence to Bintam where he gathered strength to undertake expedi- 
tions against the fortress of Malaca. 

After the fortress had been finished and stood complete with 
its artillery and garrison of soldiers, i t  created among the Malayos a 
feeling of intense dread and astonishment which lasted permanently 
to the great credit and honour of the Crown of Portugal. 

For though the fortress was attacked time and again by the 
Malayo Kings and by other neighhouring peoples, i t  always proved 
victorious. 

I The fortress was in shape a quadrilateral, of which each side 
measured 10 fathoms: its height was 40 fathoms: on the east there 
was a cirde fonned by walls of stone and mortar: there was a well 
in the middle: so that in times of disturbance or war, the people with 
their supplies could take refuge inside the circle of the protecting 
walls. The castle or tower was as high as the hill. 

I t  wan not built on the top of the hill because it was preferable 
to placs it a t  the foot, right on the aea, where ft could easily be 
mhiorcsd in time of war. 
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J. V. Mills. 

This tower constituted a starting-point for the subsequent 
construction of the earth walls around the habitations of the Malaes 
about the hill. 

The system began at the point where the land juts into the sea 
on the west of the hill: nearby were built the Hospitals and the 
House of Mercy: here two ramparts of stone and mortar ran off at 
right angles, each skirting the shore: from their starting-point, both 
the ramparts ran in a straight line, the one northwards for a distance 
of 130 f a t h o ~ s  to the corner by the river mouth and the bastion of 
S. Pedro in front of the fortress: the other eastwards for a distance 
of 75 fathoms to the inward curve of the shore and the gate and 

(42) bastion of Santiago. 
Both these ramparts were constructed of stone and mortu: so 

too was another one which started from the bastion of San Pedro 
and the corner by the river mouth and extended for a distance of 

(43) 150 fathoms from the gate of the Custom House Terrace, following 
the river in a north-easterly direction, as far as the acute angle 
constituted by the bastion of S. Domingos. From the gateway here 
an earth rampart extended in a south-easterly direction for a distance 
of 100 fathoms as far as the obtuse angle constituted by the bastion 
of the Madre de Deos. 

Then, from the gate of S. Antonio, for a further distance of 
100 fathoms, another earth rampart extended in a south-easterly 
direction, past the bastion of the Virgins, as far as the other gate 
and the bastion of Santiago. 

Thus the total circumference of the walls amounted to 655 
fathoms of 10 palms to the fathom. 

At a later date Joa6 Baptista, the Architect-General. by order 
'b . of the King, redrafted the plans of the fortress; taking in mare 
( ? '  ground by a new trace for the wall on the south-east side in the flat 

lands which extended from the bastion of Santiago to the bastion of 
8. Domingas; and replacing the earth walls by new walls constructed 

) 
of stone and mortar for the whole distance: but this defence-work 
was never executed. 

In the whole circle of the walls, 4 gates were pierced. but only 
use and open for traffic, the gate by the Custoni 
the Gate of S. Antonio. 

c~rcle of the walls were situated the Castle, the 
f the State, the Palace of the Bishop, the 
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Malaca, Meridional India and Cathay 19 

Outside the walk lay 3 suburbs: the first caUed the suburb, of 
Upe, on the other side of the river; the second called the suburb of (46) 
Yler, or of Tanjonpacer, on the same side of the river as the fortress; (47) (48) 
the third called the suburb of Sahba, extending along the banks of (49) 
the river. The most important of these suburbs is that called the 
suburb of Upe. 

I t  obtains its other name of ' I  Tranqueira " from the Rampart: 
there is a stone bastion constructed on the beach of the seashore, a t  
a point 700 fathoms distant from the mouth of the river in a north- 
westerly direction: from this point a wall of earth extends in a 
straight line towards the east for 60 fathoms, past the ordinary 
service gate of Tranqueira as far as the earth gunplatform: thence, (50) 
at an obtuse angle, another wall of earth runs in a straight line, m 
a south-easterly direction, through the marshy and swampy gardens 
lying inland, as far as the gate of Campon China which abuts on the (51) 
river. 

So the suburb of Upe with its country-houses and groves is 
encircled by a wall which protects it from .the attacks of the Saletes: 
nevertheless when war-time organization prevails, i t  is entirely de- 
populated and abandoned, the whole population taking refuge within 
the walls of the fortress. 

This suburb is divided into two parishes, S. Thome and 
S. Estevio. The parish of S. Thoine is called Campon Cbelim: it (52) 
extends from the Bazar of the Jaos on the beach in a north-westerly (53) (54) 
direction, and ends a t  the stone bastion. In this quarter live the 
Chelis of Choromandel, who ought to be the Chalinges of Pliny, 
Book 6 chapter 17. 

The other parish, S. Estevgo, is called Campon China: it 
extends from the above-mentioned Bazar of the Jaos on the beach 
and from the mouth of the river, in a north-easterly direction, for a 
distance of 400 fathoms along the bank of the same river to the gate 
and the earth-wall which forms part of the rampart; and beyond the 
marsh-land again, as far as the "Nypeiras" or Wild Palms beside (55) 
the stream of Paret China. (56) 

In this quarter of Campon China live the Chincheas, deseen- (57) 
PI.MY. dants of the Tod~%ros of Pliny, and stranger 

84. 6. ch 17. merchants and native fishermen. 
Tkocoros or 

Chon'os. 
These two parishes of S. Thome and S. EstevEio contain 2,500 

C!+ristians, including men, women, and children, in addition to other 
infidel natives. 

All the houses comprised in this area are made of timber: they 
8re roofed with tiles to ensure against risk of fire: the exigencies 
of WI' da not permit of s tonepd  mortar buildings here. 

A Mdga comtruotad of stone and mortar crosses the mouth of (58)  
W d%%wh&p: to the &Wrn H o w  *errace: on this bri&e a 
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On the beach called the Bazar of the Jaos, at the mouth of the 
river, every variety of rice and edible grain is sold by the Jao 
merchants from Java Major: every day at day-break, in their boats 

(59) (60) .or " champenas " (which resemble " bateys "), they discharge the 
foodstuffs from the junks and ships to sell them in that market 
generally. 

The second suburb, that of Yler, containing houses of wwd 
with roofs of thatch, lies on the same side of the river as the 
fortress, towards the south-east: it extends from the stream Aerlele 
for a distance of 600 fathoms as far as the fields of Tanjohpacer, I (61 l where there is a I' bauaral or mard-house which is its sole " - 
protection. 

In this suburb of Yler, containing 1,300 Christians besides other 
infidel inhabitants, is Stuated the Parish Church of Our Lady of 
Mercy: and from the stream or rivulet Aerlele another row of wooden 
houses runs eastward for 500 fathoms to *e well of Bnquet China 
providing excellent water which springs from the foot of the hill, on 
whose summit rises the Church of the Madre de Dios and the 
Convent of the Capuchins of S. Francisco. 

Close by, further to the north, rises another bill called 
(62) Buquetpiatto. 

All around, the fields and swamps extend both south-east and 
(63) south, as far as Buquetpipi and Tanjonpacer. 

The last suburb, that of Sabha, extends froin the moat a t  the 
bastion of S. Domingos: here wooden hduses are built rigbt over the 

the hinterland. 
In this suburb is established the Parish Church of S. Lourenw: .. 

there ate 1,400 Christians bksides a large number of infidels who live 
in the swamps of " Nygeiras " or Wild Palms, from which they ma& 
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Malaca, Meridional India and Cathay 

The State maintains the mendicant Orders, the College of the 
Company of Jesus with its schools and colleges, the Convents of the 
Orders of S. D d n g o s  and S. Augustino, and the Capuchins of 
S. Francisco, with the ministers of the Christian religion. 

Within. the walls of the fortress live 3OQ married Portuguese ( 6 8 )  
men with their families and a garrison of soldiers for its defence. 

in fine, they have 4 religinl~s Convents, 8 Parishes, 14 Churchesi 
2 Hospital Chapels, and some Hermitage and Oratories. 

Chapter 2. 
CONCERNING THE DISTRICT. 

The district of Malaca abuts on the sea coast: commencing (1) 
from the mouth of the River Panagim, it runs from north-west to (2) 
south-east, a distance of 12 leagues, to the mouth of the River ( 3 )  
Muar. (4) 

The north and north-emtern boundary, running inland, forms 
a semi-circle with a diameter of 8 leagues, till it reaches the 
mountains of Batan Malaca and the sources of the rivers Panagim (5) 
and Muar; that is to say, the source of a branch af the River 
Panagim near Sunecopon and Nany, and the source of another (4) (7) 
branch of the River Muar, near Jol. 

In fact, Malaca territory is contained within a semi-circle 
(8) 

20 leagues in circumference running round from the mouth of the 
River Panagim to the mouth of the River Muar. Midway between 
the extreme limits along the coast lies the month of the fresh river 
and the happily-situated fortress of Malacit, built on tbe south- 
east bank of the river, by its entrance and mouth, at the foot of a 
hill, 6 leagues distant from the River Panagim and Caborachado, 
md an equal distance from the River Muar. 

Between these two rivers Fanagim and Muar there is a 
continuous stretch of coast, with other streams as well: thus, distant 
1% leagues north-west from the mouth of the River Malaca, beyond 
the promontory of Tanjon Up&, comes the River Batantiga, whose (9) (10) 
source almost iolns a branch of the River Mdaca in the hills of 
Rrettxo; and further on, 2% leagues beyond Tanjon Chelim and (11) (12)  
Tanjon Bidara, comes the River Sunebaru, whose source is quite (13) (14) 
close to Sarvar&ttos, the Royal Orchard, and to the hills where stands (15) 
the Church of Our Lady of Hope on the River Malaca; 2 l e a ~ e s  ,,' 
further on a& from the River Sunebaru comes the big River 
Panagim, and then Gaborachado. Towards the south-east, along 
the same coast, distant 1% leagues from the mouth of the. Rim 
Malaca, comes the River Doyon, and then the promontqq of L6) 
Pungar, and TollotmBs: and further dong* 2 lea ues b e p d  l'm cn 217 
Palas, comes the platty Cwmm w# f md6,~tl dfk: (24 I@&{ 
sad &en 2~ tecrsa oa -1 k ? n m  W. 5Z h, 
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22 J. V. Mills. 

Finally, there is the River Malaca which flows into the interior 
round to a point 8 leagues distant from its mouth as the crow flies. 

The sea coast measures 12  leagues from the River Panagim to 
the River Muar: the territory belonging to the Crown of Portugal 
is comprised within a semi-circle, whose circumference measures 
20 leagues, joining the mouths of these two rivers, together with 

(23) the islands off this coast, such as the island of Upe, czlled the 
Island of Pedra, opposite the promontory of Tanjon Up&, and the 
island Pulo Malaca opposite to the trees bearing the Myrobalan 
fruits called " Malaca," a t  the mouth of the stream Aerlele, whence 
a tongue of dry land extends as far as Pulo Malaca, which, being a 
hill, retains its insular formation while the tongue of flat land, 
through disintegration, has become a kind of swampy shoal: lastly, 

(24) there is the " big island," with 4 islets on the south and another 
islet on the east, nearly opposite the Point of Pungor. 

In  the interior, the flat land as well as the mountains is com- 
( 2 5 )  pletely covered with flowers and green medicinal plants: one finds 

( 2 6 )  (27) thick groves containing ' I  aguila," "calam6q" " bejoint," "camin- 
(28)  (29) ham," camphor, dragon's blood, and other aromatics; in particular 

(30) there are so many trees yielding gums and oils that one could fill a 
ship's hold with their products: in addition there are crchards of 

(31) cultivated and wild fruits, many of which are very tasty and 
pleasant-flavoured, not found in other parts of the world, such as 

I (32) " Dwioes," a fruit resembling blanc-mange in.taste and flavour, and 
of about the same consistency: there are other very excellent fruits 

(33)-(36) such as ' I  Mangostans," <' tampoes " " ramb&s," " rambotans," 
(37)-(40) " bachods," " champadas," " chintes " and " bzcasd22cos," besides 

other fruits which do not occur in India. 
(41) The forests, which produce large timber-trees, are the home of 

(42)-(46) elephants, " badas ", tigers (" arymus "), tapirs, large snakes, 
(47)-(49) monkeys with the bezoar-stone, and all kinds of animals and birds of 

the chase, besides very beautiful singing-birds delightfully melodious. 
The land is very fertile and suitsble for the cultivation of all 

kinds of rice and grains: the local harvests can provide all the food- 
stuffs necessary for existence without having recourse to the produce 
brought by the foreign Jao merchants from Java Major. 

These merchants control the trade at  Malaca, for the natives 
(51) are negligent and careless in the matter of husbandry: they do not 

make the best use of the fertile fields threaded with rivers and breams 
of good water, which run down from the interior to t h t  sea and 
irrigate the Hinterland so effectually that it might produce a variety 
of herbs and plants as marvellous as those of Thesssly. 

, The natives dwell in their orchards and gardens along the hanks 
of the Malaca River, living contentedly on the produce of the lands 
nnd flelda, and raising large herds of cattle and smaller animals, 
beatdm g W ,  ducks, and fowla, 

The greater part of the country fa uninhabited and dsserted, 
fa) atcspt In the dlattlct of Nmy whi& In occupid by Adww~cnbol 
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engaged in the trade in " betre," an aromatic plant which is chewed (53) 
with a mixture of chalk and areca in order to tone the stomach. 

These Monancahos with their stocks of " betre " come down 
(54) 

from Nany to the " Pancalon," whence they proceed by boat to the (55) 
market-place at Malaca. 

It should he noticed that the River Malaca, running inland from 
its mouth, flows north and north-east f ~ r  a distance of 4 leagues as 
far as the place known as Pulo, where there is the Hermitage of the (56) 
Capuchins of S. Francisco: here it divides into two branches, the one 
called Machat, running north-east to Cottot and Ganur, the other (57)-(59) 
called Batan Malaca, running north-west to Pancallan Nany, where 
live the above-mentioned vassal Monancabos. 

It is by the same route past Nany that one pmceeds from 
Malaea to Rombo, head of the Malayo villages in a territory which (60) 
belongs to the C m  of Jhor: Rombo also is peopled by 
Monancah. 

In the forests of that district live the Banuas, a race as wikl as (61) 
the satyrs cd Pliny, Book 1 chapter 2. 

These Ban* are soothsayers like the soothsayers of Thuscia 
and live on the mountain called Gunoledam, where dwelt the Queen 
Putry, a magician and enchantress like the Thesssllan Erichtho, who, 
by the medicinal virtues of herbs and plants, turned women into the 
shapes of tigers and other animals and birds. 

Chapter 3. 
CONCERNING TANJON TUAN. 

From Tanjon Tuan, now called Caboraddo, on the mainland 
of Ujontana, runs in a south-westerly direction the narrow Lsthmus 
of land which joins the point of Tanjon Balvak in Samatta (cor- 
ruptly Samattra), a peninsula or Chersonese called by Ptolemy the 

Pm~mc~.  " Golden Chermese" owing to its richness in 
Tobk 112. gold. 
This isthmus was disintegrated under the influence of wind and 

wave, with the result that this portion of low land has been covered 
by the sea for a distance of 2 leagues between the point of Tanjon (I)  
Tuan and the point of Tanjon Balvala: hence, as one sees by 
personal observation, to-day Samatta is an island 600 leagues in 
circumference, whereas in olden times it was a peninsula or Cherso- 
nese, (which means a land which is joined to anothef land by an 
Isthmus); as in fact was the case in the time of Ptolemy, in the 

FmImsr. year 163 after the birth of Christ our S+QiiSUt,, 
1248 yeam before the tound%tion of $the h of &l~m~ 

_i 
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on both sides, on the south-east as well as on the north-west, only 
the sea on the north-west was navigable. 

(2) On this side of the isthmus stood the port of Sabbara, on the 
coast of the Cannibal-haunted mainland of Ujontana, and to this 
port came merchants from Choromandel on the Gangetic Gulf, an 

PLNY ancient race mentioned by Pliny in Book 7 
Bk. 7 ch. 2. chapter 2. Embarking in their rowing-boats, 

they ran down the coast of Asia from the mouth of the Ganges 
towards the coast of Ujontana until they reached the port of Sabbara 

(3)  near Parcelar, whence they could effect the further journey to the 
Golden Chersonese by crossing the sea from one coast to the other, 

(4) from Sabbara to the Port of Tacola, a great trade-centre: judging by 
PIOLEMY. the positions given in Ptolemy's Table, this was 

( 5 )  the trading-centre of Art or Auro, with its traffic in gold and spicg: 
( 6 )  thence by river and mountain they crossed the country to Tim in the 

district on the opposite coast: it may be, however, that Tacols is the 
same place as Tico. 

  his sea-route from Choromandel to the Golden Chersonese was 
i 7 )  not hew ancient, for it is not mentioned bv Plinv. or the other writers. . , 

HERODOTUS 
' 

Herodotus, Strabo, +kheop6;astus, but only by 
S ~ O .  Ptolemy, in whose time, in the year 163, com- 

THMPHRASTUS munication was open and practicable with the 
PUNY Golden Chersonese and the other parts of the 

P m m m  south. 
(8) The same native inhabitants of Ujontana and the Golden 

Chersonese appear to have been a most savage and wild race: the 
majority of them were Cannibals, devourers of human flesh; just as 

(9) at the present day the Battas of Samattra and the Nicobares of 
Nicohar retain and practise this evil and disgusting custom. 

They all go naked, without any clothing at all, just like satyrs. 
(10) For the progress of civilization in the South parched band in hand 

with the intercourse betweer! Choromandel and the Golden 
Chersonese. 

(11) This intercourse is not so ancient as the intercourse between 
(12) Egypt on the Red Sea and Choromandel and Tropobana, as appears 

PLINY from Pliny, Book 6 cbapter 22, confirmed by the 
Bk 6 ch. 22 Chaldahn history of the voyage of the Apostle 

(13) S. Thome, who by way of the Red Sea straits and Socottora passed 
to the port of Cranganor and Meliapor in Choromandel: this sea- 

(14) route was open in the time of Solomon. 

Chapter 4. 
CONCERNING THE ANTIQUITIES. 

On the sea-coast of the Malaca district there still survive some 
ancient relics of Pernaicuri and the dcecendants who succeeded him: 
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which flows down to the sea between great rocks through woods and 
groves which are the haunts of deer, hares ("palandos "), and all ( 3 )  
kinds of animals and birds of the chase. 

A short distance away from Panchor in a noytb-westerly direc- 
tion are the streams which feed the royal swimming-pool, the Aer (4)  
Raya and the Aer Patry, and especially the Bafugaja, which contains ( 5 )  
a fossilized marble figure of an elephant, a thing which the natives 
regard as a great marvel. 

Avicena maintains, and even more so does 
*"ICENA. Laguna, Book 5 chapter 4, that it is possible for 

BA 5 c b  4 animals to be converted into stone, especially by 
means of salts. At the sources of the Sunebaru there still remain 
the traces of the royal orchard of Sarvarrallos which resembled a ( 6 )  
terrestrial paradise, with plantations of trees bearing delidous fruits 
of every kind, and with every variety of flower, including fragrant 
and sweet-scented roses At the Point of Tanjon Tuan or 
Caborachado, on the very summit of the Hill, there survives another 
building, which looks like a basin made of marble blocks or like the 
ruins of the base of a pyramid, in which Permicuri was buried: this 
is the origin of the name " Promontory of the Lord " or " Tanjon 
Tuan." 

In  Tollot IifilHs, south-east from the River Malaca, beyond the 
Point of Pungor along the same coast, there stands, at some distance 

1 from the sea, a great building of stone masonry, square in shape with 
1 sides at right angles, and full of trees, like a royal palace or a 

fortress: this structure seems to follow the architectural style of 
I PLINY Andaro on the Ganges, as appears from Pliny, ( 7 )  

Bg 6 ch I9 Book 6 chapter 19. 
In the quarter known as Tranqueira, on the opposite side of the 

River Malaca from the fortress, in a place belonging to Raya 
Mudiliar which later came into the possession of Dona Helena (8) 
Vessiva, when digging to a depth of about 2 fathoms among the 
Mango trees, they discovered a decorative cross made of copper 
somewhat corroded: in shape i t  resembled the cross of Calatrava, the 
size being about 3 palms: it was superimposed upon a square block 
of marble, of the same size and length as the cross itself: i t  was 
found among the ruins of a tiled subterranean house resembling a 
Hermitage. 

I t  would appear to have been the cross belonging to some 
Christian from Meliapor, who came to Malaca in coppany with 
n~erchants from Chornmandel, and was favourably received into the 
district under the protection of this Raya Modiliar. 

Chapter 5. 
CONCERNING THE FLORA. 

*he flora of tbe diatri6t may be divided into three different 
&Ws, ammatie trees, fruit-bparhg aad medicinal trees, and wild 
fwt ths reme & B I Y ~  1 ~ o  iha plant8 md herbs. 
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Among the aromatic and scented trees there is the ' I  Aguh," a 
tall stout tree with leaves like an Olive; the pith inside is bitter 
and oily. The '' Aguila " i s  differentiated by an extra thin skin on 
the outside of the bark; if it loses this skin, the tree decays after 3 
months through exposure to the weather, and then, owing to this 
decay, it exhales the scent which comes from the pith. 

" Calamba " is derived from the oiliest pith of the same tree. 
'< Bejuim " called " Caminham " is another tall stout tree: the 

gum or liquor which oozes and exudes from defts and holes in the 
bark we call " Bejuim ". 

I t  is the same with the camphor tree: it is a tall stout &&, and 
the camphor-liquor flows from the holes in the bark: the scented 
wood is much used in the carpenter's craft, for beds and tables of 
superior grade. 

One finds different species both of camphor and of' ' I  bejuim ". 
There occur in the country many other scented woods, of which I 

we will not make particular mention here. 
Among the fruit-trees, the " Dwy6oV is a big, very tall tree: 

the fruit resembles a round head, and is covered with green 
pyramidal pricks: when ripe, it turns yellow, the skin is all thorny, 

(1) and it splits open at the point into divisions and compartments like 
an orange-blossom: within these divisions are the lumps of fruit- 
substance, sweet and very delicious, having the consistency of blanc- 
mange, with a stone concealed inside each lump. 

One finds many species of this fruit: the best and most creamy 
is the " Doryad Tambago "; which to my mind is the finest fruit in 
the world. 

The " Mangostan ", a tree of no great height, bears a fruit 
wMch is round like the orange, with a thick rind: while unripe it is 
yellow, and after ripening it turns red: in the hollow interior lie iis 
sweet juicy portions flavoured like the cloves of a bead of garlic 
and containing a stone: this fruit is useful in illness as it is juicy 
and refreshing. 

The " Tamp6e " is another tree of the same height: it bears a 
fruit wi t l~  a thick rind, the colobr of cinnamon: in the hollow 
interior lie sweet portions flavoured like the doves of a head of 
garlic and containing a stone: as it is sweet and rather hot they 
distil from it a wine which resembles Moscatel. 

There are other native fruits such as " bachobs " " rambotam " 

( 2 )  '' rombes ", " chintes ", " chumpadds ", "buasducos " " romany6s ", 
and others so numerous that we cannot now mention them, nor can 
Ve mention the other foreign fruits, that is to say, the fruits of 
h d i a  Intra-Ganges: for the country of Indostatir and the Peninsula ' &$:. P:f the Promontory of Chorp or Cape Comoryn have different natural 

, .'. &rtractariattd from this othar country of Ujonfana in India Extra- 
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In the hinterland, moreover, one finds some trees of cinnamon, (4) 
"canajistofa ", and " tansarindi", as well as the Cobra-wood, which (5)-(7) 
has such potent anti-toxic virtue that it comples the snakes to do 
obeisance and lower their heads when they see the roots of this 

I same wood. 
I The jungles or woods contain many kinds of big and tall trees 

for constructing hoats and for every riquirement, and in particular 
trees which yicld gum and oil of which considerable shipments arc I made .- .- 

There is one big tall tree from which the gummy, oity liquor (8) 
flows through cracks in the bark: this liquor thickens and coagulates 
at the foot of the trees where it is collected by the nativm. 

The forests, moreover, contain some Brasil-wood,trees, many (9) 
species of gum-bearing trees, and numerous cotton trees. There are (10) 
many spedes of plants, both cultivated and wild, particularly 
aromatic plants: round pepper, long pepper, " rellriure': " lapcoos " ( 1  1)-(14) 
(another and hotter species) " G ~ O ~ C O I  ", country saffron, (15) (16) 
" casunba " (resembling European saffron), and aromatic " betfa ", (1'1) (18) 
besides numerous other plants which cannot be tliscuwd in a short 
space. The wild palm called " Nypeiras" resemble the palms of 
India in shape and leaf-(they are somewhat bigger than those date- 

At  ground level there spring from the trunk of the palm @* 
typical palm-branches with sprigs of large Rowers among which 
hang the fruits in clusters Eke big pine-cones: from the flowers is 
derived d liquor from which wine is extracted by distillation: this (19) 
is the best wine in India. Sometimes the distillate is as strong as 
hrandy. It differs from the wine which is made from the cocog- 
palm, and is produced in these parts by a superior process of 
distillation, similar to that in which grains aru soaked in water and 
cooked, as mentioned by Pliny. 

Chapter 6, 
CONCERNING THE FAUNA. 

uffaloes, goats, cows, and every 
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tortoise, can withstand the elephant and wear it down till it dies 
of hunger: it merely seizes the trunk and fastens on to it, twining 
round so tightly that the elephant cannot throw it off and get rid of 
it, until after several days the elephant is worn out and overcome 
with hunger, and eventually gives in, is finished, and dies: this is 
what the natives relate. Among the great snakes or serpents, some 

(3) have in the middle of their forehead the carbunde or luminous 
stone: for iustance, the Monancabos allege they found a stone in the . , forehead of a dead snake, which they sold to the merchants of Meca 
in Arabia: it was a white crystalline stone with colours ranging from I 
blue to red: it was only luminous at night, and emitted but a slight 
radiance for it was not larger than a partridge's egg in shape. 

The natives are firmly convinced that these stones grow in the 
forehead of serpents and large snakes in the country of Ujontana: 
though, properly speaking, the carbuncles are stones growing in the 

(4) forehead of an animal called " lacoeacho ", white in colour, with the 
shape of a cat or a large rat (but of a different species), which 
resorts to subterranean places and caves in the mountains, according 
to the accounts given by the natives of Giolo and Saquita in MalUco. 

In Corya and among the Chincheos are found large centipedes 
3 palms long, with a glow which lights up a room: but this light 
proceeds, not from a stone, but from a luminous secretion. 

However, the fiing of Bale, adjoining Java Major, had in his 
( 5 )  palace a black grey-hound with 4 eyes, two natural ones tn see with, 

and two others in its forehead; these resembled luminous stones, and 
illuminated the palace at night, no other light being required. 

We do not yet know whether these were luminous stones or a 
luminous secretion. This was observed in the year 1594. More- 
over the writers maintain that these carbuncles exist in Lybia in 

if Africa: they are mentioned by Pliny in Book 37 chapter 7, and by 
Aristotle in the Meteorologica, Book 4 chapter 9: others consider 
that the Ruby is a carbuncle. 

Chapter 7. 
CONCERNING THE FOODSTUFFS. 

The foodstuffs of the natives comprise rice and grains growing 
above the ground as well as a variety of yams or tubers growing in 
the ground: the low-lying terrain of the country produces all tbese 
things in great quantity, particularly rice, of which there are many 

, (1) ~9f'ietties: the best kind is the " giricel", delicate and white: the 
~ & Y W  Eve on it as it were their daily bread: there is a darker rice 
m whSch tbe lower clams Iive. 

.s,$mt r m p b h  corn, and demands the same husbandrg to peg W*! tbe rim 
B put in e pot with a wKi 

pliLEcd ova  a gentle fire; w 
~ ~ t l t u t m  o noorlIhlng t d .  

-- 
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There is also produced another kind of oily rice called 
"Puloth"; it is white, dark, or red; it is held in great esteem ( 2 )  
because this kind of "Puloth" rice does not occur in Indostan (3) 
Intra-Ganges in India. 

In addition to several other kinds of grains, there are shoots, 
beans, and legumes, cooked and spiced according to taste, on which 
the common people live. 

Moreover the country produces a great quantity of yams or 
large tubers which grow in the ground; there are many varieties, 
resembling the "cam6ttesP of America; these yams, cooked ar (4) 
baked, serve in place of bread; the substance inside the rind and 
skin is very tasty, like baked chestnuts. 

In time of want, great famine, and distress, the people live on 
other roots and wild potatoes: these, without any other food, suffice 
to satisfy their hunger. 

Although the same land produces this rice and grains, still the 
great majority of the natives obtain all their rice and grains by 
trading with the foreign Jao merchants from Java Major, with a 
view to re-sale in times of want and scarcity, which frequently occur 
in the intermittent warfare at Malaca. 

Thus the fortress is always well provided with ioodstuffs and 
water, and all the supplies necessary for its defence. The rice is 
cultivated in the swamps and marshy places of the low-lying lands, 
while every other sort of grain is cultivated on the heights of the 
hills: so that, in this way, the whole of the land can be put to 
profitable use. 

Chapter 8. 

CONCERNING THE WINES. 
The wine proper to Malaca is that called " Nypa ", made from (1) 

the " Nypeiras " or wild palms of the swamps: the palm-liquor (or 
drops from the incised flower), which is called " tutica ", is kept in ( 2 )  
an earthen-ware jar, well corked: this "tuaca" or sweet liquor is (3) 
transferred lo another larger receptacle also made of earthen-ware, 
in which, as in a still, i t  is distilled over a slow fire, and the " tuaca " 
is converted into white " Nypa "-wine, which is most highly 
esteemed among the Malayos. Sometimes they make i t  as strong (4) 
as fire, and as ardent as brandv, for use medicinallv to counteract 
the cold of " berebere ". 

The fierv wine has thii o r m r t v  that when a cloth is soaked in 
(51 . . 

it, the kine Gtches alight or burns without scorching the cloth. ( 6 )  
&nco POLO. This wine is mentioned by A4arcn Polo the (7) 
Bk. Z ch. 25. Venetian in Book 2 Chapter 25. 

A wine is alao made from the cultivated cocos-palm: this is the (8) 
urtial wfne in Indostan In+Ganges in India: these palms predami- 

of these parts: the liquor or sweet 
&,Ulp a@awny,m the drypeirs ", 
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I ( 9 )  Wine is also made from the fruit called " TempBe": speaking 
briefly, they distil the pieces of fruit over a fire: this is esteemed the 
best wine of all, for it attains the flavour of Moscatel. 

(10) Lastly, a wine is made from rice, which is softened by being 
placed in water and then cooked: this method is mentioned by 
Pliny; it is also employed in America. 

Chapter 9. 

CONCERNING THE NAME " MALAYO". 
The name "Ma2ayo" does not appear to be derived from 

' l  Maltaca ", since to correspond with " Mara~a " we should call the 
natives of the country " Malachezes " or " Malacanos ". 

The name " Malayo " appears to be of more general appli- 
cation, since it extends to all the natives of Ujontana, whose 
territory lies between the Tropic of Cancer and the Equator; that is 

( 2 )  to say, from the Promontory of Ujon Calan in 8 degrees of North 
(3)  (4) latitude as far as Point Romania opposite Pedra Branca in the 

South. 
Throughout all this continental territory of Ujontana the 

( 5 )  Malaya language is used, and the natives describe themselves as 
" Malayos ". 

t 
The metropolis used to be the port of Pam, where lived the 

ruler of this state, a vassal of the empire-of Syam. So the name 
"Malayo" does not originate from " MaJaco": it would appear, 

(6)  rather, to be derived from " Attayos " or " Attay ", a race from 

I Seryca of the Scyths, to-day corruptly called " Cattayos ". 

I (7) These people spread from the northern parts towards the south 
as far as the territory of Ujontana: and therefore the Malayos are 
descended from the Attayos or Cattayos. This opinion is confirmed 
by the physical resemblance between the civilized Malayos and the 
Attayos or Cattayos, although the latter are of a lighter colour than 

i the dark-brown Malayos. The real natives of the country of Ujan- 
t a u  are the cannibal BanOas, negros with curly hair, who resemble 

I the satyrs. 
Although the district contains tail-less apes or monkeys, almost 

human in shape, living in the tree-tops of the forests, yet, generally 

i speaking, all this coqntry of Ujontana, prior to the advent of the 
(8) Attaym of ScyWa, was uninhabited or regarded as uninhabitable 

because i t  was in the torrid zone, as is at6rmed by the ancients, and 
A , 4v Arie toa~ ie 2 Meteorologica, chapta 5. , 
Me*&- 

&. 5, 
So h! ancimt ti= @& iaearcntcy of ilj&&am, as sdso the pen&- 

auta of Sndtts or the Chemw, war unknown: m& therdare no 
meWn of it h mads by thorn writm or by Pltny fn hb Hlrtory. 
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We only have knowledge of the Golden Chersonese in con- 

PTOLEMY. nection with the trade of the emporium of Tacola, 
mentioned by Ptolemy in the year 163 after 

the coming of Christ Our Saviour. 
Although Indostan and Tropahana were situated in the torrid 

zone, yet intercourse and navigation were practicable there; this 
H ~ ~ o o o ~ u s .  appears from Herodotus and from Pliny, who 

PLINY. mentions the intercourse from Idumea and Egypt 
by way of the Red Sea. and it is confirmed hv the Scri~tures which 

mention the voyages of ~ i lomon f k m  the Poft 
3 KINGS 20, lo. Paralipomenon ,,, of Aziongaber. 3 Kings 20, 10, and Paralipo- (9) 

me""" 0 .. .- ..-. . , . 
The civilized Malayo natives are honey-coloured and of pleasant 

appearance, with oval face, rather small eyes, and medium nose: the (10) 
head is covered with an abundance of black, bushy hair: round the 
forehead they tie a silk hand or red cloth in place of a turban. (11) 

Their bodies are well-built: they wear a thin " baju" or short (12) 
shirt made of muslin, and round the waist a skirt of Choromandel (13) 
cloth: this is rolled round so as to leave the right leg uncovered: in 
the waist they carry a knife 2 palms long: this is a dagger-blade called 
a " Crys ". (14) 

They walk with a confident gait: they go bare-footed without 
sandals. 

The majority of the Malayos are cheerful, roguish, and very (15) 
wanton: ingenious and intelligent, but negligent and careless about 
studies and arts: they spend their time amusing themselves, and so, (16) 
as a rule, few literati, mathematicians, or astrologers are to be found 
amonet them. 

The BanuAs of the Hinterland, however, study the magical arts 
in the caves of Gunoledam, as men once did in the Pythian caves. 

Chapter 10. 

CONCERNING THE ARMED FORCES. , 

I The armed forces of the Malayos do not follow the ordered 
military tactics of Europe: they only make use of attacks and sallies 
in mass formation: their sole plan is to construct an ambush in the (1) 
narrow paths and wwds and thickets, and then make an attack with 
a body of armed men: whenever they draw themselves up for battle, 
they acquit themselves badly and usually suffer heavy losses. 

The arms which they ordinarily use in warfare are the sword, 
~hield, Ian@, bows and arrows, and blow-pipes with poisoned darts. ( 2 )  

At the present day, in consequence of intercourse with us, they 
ose muskets and ordnance. 

The sword, a blade ms+s%tdng 5 palms in length, i s  called 
" Padan " among them: like thc Turkish aword, it has a dngle edge, (3) 

! 
The dagger, cdled " Crfs ", a Made measuring 2 pdms In length, $ 
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made of fine steel; it bears a deadly poison; the sheath is of wood; 
the hilt is of animals' horn, or of rare stone, or of gold and precious 
gems. 

The steel is treated in such a way that every injury is followed 
by immediate death when the wound draws .blood. Iron, being 
constituted of earthy material, and of a substance which is more 

A ~ I S T Q ~ E .  4 malleable than other metals (as Aristotle notes 
dfrleorologica ch 6 .  in 4 Meteorologica, chapter 6) yields a large 
quantity of rust and dross. So the natives soak the iron in watei 
and in muddy pools for some time: they then treat it in the fire, 
refining it till the iron is clean and ~ure-a method mentioned by 
Pliny & Book 34 chapter 14. 

Then. after wlishine the blade of steel, thev smear it with a 
I poison so deadly h a t  death soon ensues after &jury which draws 

blood, wherever inflicted. 
So these Malayos use much poisan on all their weapons, 

especially the points of arrows, whether made of iron or wood, or 
(4) ( 5 )  the teeth of animals or fish, or of "nybois ". 

Their bows are larger than the bows of Persia. 
(6) The lance called " aza~aya" is 10 palms in length: these lances 

are much used as missiles. 
There are other lances, as much as 25 palms long: besides a 

great number of "soligues" made of "Nybods" and used as 
missiles. 

(7) Their artillery, as a rule, is not heavy: formerly they used 
mortars and swivel-guns made of various metals: to-day they employ 
larger pieces, and battery-cannon, besides many kinds of fire-arms, 
inclyding small arms and arquebuses. Regarding the employment 
of artillery amongst the Malayos, we know that on the conquest of 
Malaca in the year 1511, Affon~o de Alboquerque captured much 
small artillery, esmerils, falconets, and medium-sized sakers: these 
a u l d  not have come from Meca in Arabia where they use larger 
pieces of the second order, such as battery-cannon: probably these 
came from Pegii and Syam, where they had an establishment for 

(8) casting smaller artillery, of the first order, and a foundry for every 
other kind of metal-work; this they had learnt from the Attayos 

(9) (10) and the Chinas, who first introduced artillery, which was invented 
after the rebellions against the Empire of Attay or Cattay. 

Thence the invention spread to Germany, and to Europe, and 

t. 
throughout the world, in the year 1378 

1 Chapter 11. 

I CONCERNING THE FORTRESSES. 
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subterranean buildings in which the merchants stored the cloths from 
Choromandel to ensure against fire, for the houses were covered 
with thatch. 

But we do find some buildings made of shaped stones joined 
together without mortar' or pitch: this is the style of work adopted 
by the people who inhabit the mouth of the River Ganges: Pliny 
speaks of their buildings as the most ancient in the Indias Extra- 
Ganges. 

I n  this simple style were built the principal fortresses and royal 
palaces; differing from the new style of architecture of which 

v,,,, Vitruvius treats in Book 2 chapter 7 of his work 
~b 2 ~h 7 on architecture dedicated to Caesar Augustus. 

Usually, however, the natives of Ujontana use fortifications and 
enclosures and palisades made of big timber, of which there is a 
large quantity along the River Panagim on the same coast, where 
one also finds another kind of timber, namely " Nybods" p a h ,  
very hard and strong, for constructing defences: they are almost the 
same shape as the date-palms of Arabia. 

This tree measures 8 fathoms from the ground to the top of the 
trunk, where there is a cluster of leaves resembling palm-leaves; it 
is quite round; massive. with a firm heart; rough, hard, and rather 
prickly: the outside bark is as tough as iron. 

These " NyboPs" palms are used for fortifying the centres and 
towns of the civilized peoples, for as a rule the majority of the 
wooden houses in Ujontana are built on piles of this timber, 
especially a t  the ports in the inhabited areas of Malaca, Batussvar, (3)  
Oulor, Pam, Patane, Perat. and Quedi. ( 4 1 4 7 )  

I I n  addition to their fortifications, they dig deep p ib  in front of 
wooden fences; these pits contain traps and pointed sticks treated 

I with poison; they also make use of holes covered with branches, and 

I of traps set in ambush, with which they inflict much damage. 
So in olden times their fortresses, besides being made merely of 

I earth, were built in a simple form. without the proper military 

I '  
points: nowadays, in consequence of intercourse with us. they have 
built their fortresses with the proper defences required by the art  of 
gunnery. 

Chapter 12. 

CONCERNING THE COMMERCE. 
Intercourse and commerce by sea commenced on the foundation 

of Malaci~ in the year 141 1. 
Before that time, the western sea-coast of Ujontana was 

inhabited only by the ' I  Saletes ", fspermen who had no other trade 
or business but fishing for shad; they used the roes, called 
" Turab~!8i", which they pickled in brine. This fish is esteemed 
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So under the rule of Permicuri, founder of this state, a begin. 
ning was blade with the trade in spices and metals, which were 
exchanged for the cloths of Choromandel and of the Ganpes. - 

according to the ancient custoin referred-td 
%mu. 

Bk. 33 ck. 3. by Homer, as noted by Pliny in Book 33 
chanter 3. 

Merchants fmm-those regions came together a t  the p r t  of 
(I )  s~urro iwn Malaca, which was situated on the Sabaric and 

PEIWXIZC. Perimulic Gulfs: this was after the isthmus had 
been destroyed and supmerged in con-uence ~f the storms, thus 
allowing the two gulfs to unite in one Malay6 sea. 

The merchants from Cbommandel, especially the Chelis, 
engaged in this &ad@, and settled in the district of Up&, on the 
opposite aide of the River Malaca from the fortress: from here they 
carried on Intercourse with Charomandel, and from there with Egypt: 
so that Malaca became a big place, with a largepopulation mis t ing  
of people from the vicinity and of strangers from the south. 

Through the agency of the I&&, an kinds bf spices, aromatics, 
metals, predous stones, and pearls found their way from foreign 
ports to Wlalaca, where they were exchanged for cloth&, and all 
m w d  from Malaca to ChoromandeI and E m t ,  where the trade - - 
centred in Alexand*ig. 

( 2 )  It is to h noted that this trade from Alemndrva in EmC to 
the Promontory of Chory and Cho~omandel and fropo&,' and 
thence along the coast to Ujontana and Samatta or the Golden 

P T ~ B M P .  Chersonese, bad commenced and was being re- 
gularly conducted in the time Of Ptolemy, in the 

year 163: but it went t~ the trading-centre at the port of Tacola in 
the Chersonese, and not to the port of Malaca beIonging to the 
Saletes. 

From Alexandrya in Fgypt the merchants passed to Cayro, once 
called Buhalls, and thence to the sea-part of Sues, also called Znem: 

(3)-(5) here they embarked in " aIfragatbar 'I, " gdues ", or tawM~s ", and 
sailed through the Red Sea to Adem in Arabia: thence, following 
the coasts of Arabia, Persia, and Indwsthan past the Promontory of 
Chory, they put in to port in Choromaudel and Tropabana: from 
here, following the coast past the mouths of the Ganges, they passed 
to Ujontana, to the trading-centre of Sabbara, which was the mast 
frequented port of Ujontana, situated on the Sabbaric Sea on the 
near side of the isthmus. 

This mas well have been the wort  of Galam. the centre of a 
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he Tico? the centre of the trade from the Hinterland of Samatta, 
now called Samatra. 

Moreover, from the port of Sabbara, they sailed across the 
Sabbaric Sea from Ujontana to Samitta or the Golden Chersonese, 
to the port of Arii, in olden times called Auro, whence the name 
" Golden Chersonese" was derived: thence they passed along the 
rivers of the Hinterland to Tico. 

From here, with a cargo of gold, aromatics, and spices, they 
returned to the port of Sabbara: thence, following the coast of 
Ujontana and the harbours of the Ganges, they came to port in 
Choromandel, and passed on to Adem in Arabia: after entering the 
straits of the Red Sea or Mare Rubrnm, they disembarked a t  the 
port of Cossayr in Ethiopia: from here they travelled by land on (8) 
camels to the canal of the River Nile, and from this point they 
utilized the favourable current to make the journey in boats as far is 
the port of Alexandrya. 

In  the time of Solomon this trade and commerce was bein3 (9) 
SOLOMON. regularly conducted at  Asion Gaher in Idumea, 

a port on the Red Sea, where king Josaphat's fleet suffered shipwreck, 
Kwos. as is mentioned in the Scriptures, 2 Kings 9, and 

Bk. 2 ch. 9 and 4 Kings 22. 
Bk. 4 ch. 22. 

In the time of Gaius Caesar, the son of Augustus, one finds 
that the navigation of the Red Sea off the coast of Arabia was in 

P L ~ Y .  operation: as is stated by Pliny, Book 2 chapter 

1 Bk, ch. 69, 69. In Book 6 chapter 22, also, Pliny mentions 
a vassal of Annio Plocanio as one of the (10) 

I P L ~ Y .  farmers of the Red Sea taxes: which clearly 
Bk. 6 ch. 22. shows that this traffic was very ancrent: according 

to Pliny navigation extended along the coast of Arabia and Pers:a 
(where Carmanya was) as far as the port of Hipparos in Tropobana 
or Ceylam. 

No historian goes on to deal with the sea-route to Ujontana and (11) 
Samatta or the Golden Chersonese till we come to Ptolemv who 
mentions the trade of the emporium of Tacola in the Golden Cherso- 
nese in the year 163. 

The next writer is Marco Polo the Venetian who made his (12) 
return voyage from Meridional India or Java Minor to Tropobana (13) 
and the Red Sea straits in the year 1292: his account shows that he 
had no knowledge of Malaca: for a t  that time the site of Malaca (14) 
was uninhabited, while in the forests of the hinterland lived canni- 
bals who devoured human flesh: these same cannibals spread to ( 15 )  
SamPtta or the Chersonese, and even to the present day this evil 

;' and disgusting practise persists among the Bittas of Samatra. So 
it may be concluded that in those times there were no civilized 

L , w l c  in Samatra and Ujontana, except on the other or eastern coast (16) 
6f Uionlana. where there was intercourse with Attay or Cathay. 

Hewe the gewral eomiawpo a d  rr* sf LTfolttane @an. witk 4.1.76, 
PIFmlortrl, ~ l .  rha ?w&h &Idarm&, b thl yaw 1414.. AIRML(( 
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the natives, the principal trade was with India Intra-Ganges and 
India Extra-Ganges; this being the commerce carried on by the 

P z m .  Scyths of Seryca and Attay from Attadris, as 
Bk 6 ch. 17. mentioned by Pliny in Book 6 chapter 17. 

These latter were the people who founded the China empire 
of Attay or Cathay, which lorded it over Ash, including India Intra- 
Ganges and India Extra-Ganzes, as far as Meridional India on the 
~ r o p i c  of Capricorn. 

(20) For the trade of Attay or Cathay extended throughout every 
(21) part of the East: this is clearly shown by the subsisting traces of 

China influence, such as the port of Chimlao or Chilao in Ceyhm or 
Tropobana, and the port of Chimdy or Siudi in India, and the port 
of Cochim, and other ports which are mentioned in their histories as 
ports of the China trade, and as paying royal tribute to the Emperor 
of China in token of vassalage. 

Chapter 13. 

CONCERNING THE BOATS. 
The native boats of Ujontana are of no great size. 
The " bblos ", used for cargo, are propelled by means of 

breast-oars: they also have sails which are almost the same shape as 
the sails of " alfragattas ". 

They use no hard wood except for the hull, all the upperworks 
being covered with leaves of " Nypairas " palms interlaced with cane 
rods, for preventing the entrance of the sea-water. 

They have 2 masts or poles fitted with rigging made of 
" r6ttas " rope, and sails of matting made from another kind of palm, 
the " Pon~o ". 

They have 2 rudders running through the poap of the " bdllos ", 
one on each side, to guide the ship. 

These "rotus" are long, thin plants: the thicker varieties in 
this country are as thick as sugar-canes, and quite solid, with knots: 
it is of these that they make the ropes and hawsers of the boats 
which sail wi& cargoes of spices and metals along the coast of 
Ujontana and the Chersonese, and to the neighbouring islands as 
well: the natives do not, however, venture to navigate the wean in 
these boats because they are made of fragile timhr. 

In naval warfare they use different boats, smaller ones, about. 
@e siee af '"kmchras '"nd of " &antis " propelled by breast-oars: 
they heve t adders and 2 masts. 

rnvlmtina the O ~ ~ R I I ,  foe they only make coasting voy- Stems tlle 1 

ahom of Wjonkna: from a &bating-point by tho luland of Pulo 
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Catay in the district of Pattane, situated on the east coast in 8 
degrees of latitude, they pass round to the other or western coast of 
IJjontana, to Taranda and Ujon Calan situated in the same latitude (11)  
in the district of Queda: this stretch of territory lies within the 
region of the Malayos and the same language prevails throughout. 

I t  is to be noted that the eastern coast of Ujontana was peopled 
and frequented before the other or western coast: thus the histories 
relate that Malayos inhabited Pattane and Pam before the 
foundation of MaIaca. 

At that time the ruler of Pam governed Syncapura: and the 
monarch who resided in Pathane, the metropolis of the Malayos, was 
tributary to the empire of Syam, for right down to the present day 
the Malayos regard the latter as-their master: while the Head of the 
principal empire and administration was the Emperor of Attay, for 
India Intra-Ganges and India Extra-Ganges and Meridional India 
were tributary to him, and their ports were frequented by his hoats, 
differing in shape from European boats, in the course of their voyages 
across the Ocean. 

For they used '' jlrncds "o r  '' sdmas ': tall boats like freight- (12) (13) 
bearing carracks, with 2 rudders and masts and with sails made of (14) 
woven palm-leaves and of matting, traversed by bamboos a t  definite 
intervals, so that they could fold and gather up the sail with des- 
patch when the wind-storms came on. 

I 

i 
These bamboos are usuallv 5 or 6 fathoms long, and tMck 

round as a man's arm: the inside is hollow, the distance from one 
knot to the next being 4 palms, This country produces great 
quantities of bamboos. long and short, thick and thin. 

MARCO porn These canes are mentioned by Marco Polo the 
nk. 2 ch. 36 Venetian in Book 2 chapter 36, and by Pliny 

PLINY in his Natural History. 
They also use smaller boats called "lwchas" and "lyolvo ": (15) ( 1 6 )  

these boats havd only two oars, one on each side: these oars serve 
both to guide and to propel the bpats when they traffic on the 
rivers. 

But the tall boats, called " juncos " or " samas ", resembling 
freight-bearing carracks, voyage across the Ocean and the Mank-ic (17) 
Sea or Great Gulf. and travel to Meridional India. as is stated bv 

, - M~wO POLO 'Marco Polo in Book 3 chapter 11, and b> 
~ k .  ., ch. 11 Ptolemy in his Table 12 of Asia: whereby i t  is 

shown that the Meridional Sea was navigated 
mrn~~. more frequently on the eastern coast th& on 

the other or western coast of Ujontana by the 
A t t a p  and by the people of Tava Maior and Java Minor: for Eoth 
&b& Dations used big boats like carracks £or their trading-voyages, 
as- W e 2 : .  &earn sham , * . . ~ .  

Thh na gatloo ef ,f W h  + d 
d tFmI and mt by the navfgafor'~ new&, of wfrEfb 
ha@ PO ~1~ during htt voyage in MaridWYdia .  
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(18)  For in point of fact the navigator's needle was invented by the 
Attayos or Cathayos, who used a seamstress' needle rubbed on a 
loadstone or magnet: this needle was placed gently upon the surface 
of the water in a vase of glass or porcelain so that i t  did not sink 

(19) to the bottom: the needle pointed to the Pole, and was used in their 
voyages by the Chincheos, the best mariners of Attay, to whom is 
attributed this invention whicb has extended throughout the world: 
this seamstress' needle was called the navigator's needle in the time 

CmomcLzs OX of the Iffante Dom Amrique of Portugal, the 
PU~TUGAL. mathematician and the first discoverer, in the 

year 1450. The Attayos used boats which crossed the Ocean, and 
they trafficked with the continent of Asia, especially with the place 

(20) called Simdi, which was their point of embarkation: i t  was situated 
on an island inhabited by merchants of Sim: in their language Simdi 
means "Island of Sim ": even down to today i t  is called Tats or 
Catta, because of its connection with Catta or Attay. 

In olden times this district was called Gedrosia, as Pliny 
PLWY. states in Book 6 chapter 20: and the river was 

Bk 6 ch 20 called Indo or Sandus, as is stated by Pliny, and 
pointed out by Ptolemy. 

(21) They also traded with Cochim or Cosim, which means "district 
of China ": and the imperial coronation-stone of the Empire of 
Malavar dearly shows that the ruling power reposed in the bands of 
the satraD who was  laced in authority and maintained there by the 
~ m ~ e r o r - o f  Attay. 

(22)  Thev also traded with Simlao or Cbimlao in Trooobana. a town 
(23) inhabited by people from Sim and by Jaos. 

I t  was from the former people that it derived its name of Cila6 
or Ceyla6, because they held the island and the capital and the 
court of the State. 

Not far from the court was the pagoda used as the burial-place 
of the Kings of Ceyla6, called Tropobana by Pliny in hook 6 

PLINY. chapter 22, and by Ptolemy. 
Bk 6 ck 22 

PTOLEMY 
These boats from Attay differed from the boats used in the Red 

Sea straits in the time of Solomon and King Josaphat and in the 
time of Ptolemy: these latter were " alfragattas" or "gelues" and 

(24) taurins " or " lagueys ", in which they sailed along the coast of 
Arabia, and Persia, and Indostan, to the promontory of Chory, and 

2s) to Polybotra on the Ganges, whicb was a depot for the trade from 
Attay to Tropobana. I n  those days they used rowing-boats and 
hugged the coat: this is shown in the Scripture in the description 
of the voyage made by the prophet Jonnas, where the sailors were 
for@ hy,slserrs of weather to row to land; Book 1. 

And Su as the hoats,were merely rowing-boats and the navi- 
nknom, ft was dlffieult to navigate We Ocean 
kern Illad: benix chs &ad Saa boatg usuatlv 
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Chapter 14. 

CONCERNING THEIR OCCUPATIONS. 
The usual occupations of the Malayos are as follows. 
The nobles, " Orancayas ", spend their time in pastimes and (1) 

recreations, in music and cock-fighting, a royal sport in which they (2 )  
stake huch money: they have the art of selecting cocks which from 
the particular nature of their plumage will be victorious. 

The bad practice of cock-fighting occurs among all these nations 
of the Orient. 

V q  few of them have any indination for the arts and %iences: 
and even those who are of a more inq~iring turn of mind, content 
themselves with laming to read and wnte and to study Arabie with 
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hve only for the day: and the story went of the "Xabunder" of 
( 9 )  Bencales, that he usually spent the revenues of the port in amuse- 

ments and wanton feasts. 
It may be remarked that same of the " nrjaves ", the dancing 

girls, by using certain incantations and words, invoke and call up 
(10) evil spirits, becoming themselves possessed and entranced. They I 

then disclose things which will occur in the future, and things which 
are now occurring in distant places, and they reveal profits and 
losses and thefts. I 

(11) So they were prohibited in the district of Malam by the first 
Bishop, Dom Jorge de Sancta Lucia, either because they communi- 
cated with the devil, or because they obtained their powers from the 

(12) sap of the herb " Vilca,", which is used in America. 
(13) The women are immodest, and think it a h e  adventure to have 

lovers, whose conversation they seek the whole of the day, and, 
much better still, during the night. 

They are always using immodest expressions and lewd words in 
their conversation, to indulge their sensuality. 

This bad practice is commonly tolerated among the Malayos 
with a view to avoiding unnatural vice: though the king, when away 
from home, makes use of the " saroMruju ", which means " the king's 
sheath ". 

The practice in regard to marriage customs conforms with the 
doctrine of Maumetho. 

(14) The most diligent of the people are the wild Banuas of the 
Enterland: these devote themselves to learning magic arts in the 
caves of Guholedarn, as men did in the Pythian caves, acquiring 

(15) proficiency in effecting withaaft and sorcery. As herbalists, too, 
they disclose the virtues of the medicinal plants and herbs to the 
more curious of the Malayos. 

( 1 )  Chapter 15. 

CONCERNING GUNOLEDAM. 
(2) The mountain of Gunoledam resembles Mbunt Athlante or the 

Prnro m TXE Sybilline caves. 
Tm~eus 
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Round about this cavernous cave are planted thickets of 

I bamboo, from which praceed harmonious voices and sounds of flutes 
and other musical instruments, like the music of tamhourines in the 

M ~ R ~ ~  POLO Desert of Lob, mentioned by Marco Polo the (3)  
8k I ck 44 Venetian, in Book t Chapter 44. 

Some distance away from the cave and the bamboos are groves 
of trees bearing delicious fruits of every kind; here are heard the 
harmonious songs of birds. 

Farther away from this grove are the forests occupied by tigers (4) 
LUCAN who guard the Queen Putry, enchanted like 

another Syrce or the Thessalian. 
This story must be a fairy-tale: but the natives regard it  as 

true: for they assert that on the mountain of Gunoledam there is a 
certain cavern, like those Pythian and Sybilline caves, where the wild 
Banuas learn the magic arts, and hold communication with the dwil 
in the dark caverns, where, without their seeing anyone, they hear 
the voice which reveals the virtues of the miraculous medicinal 
plants and herbs, as well as the methods of preparation and the 

I proportions of component substances which are effectual for producing 
different results, beneficial and harmful. 

For these communications they use the sap of the herb " vilca " ( 5 )  
which is found on this mountain of Gunoledam, as well as in 
America: drinking a potion of this, they hold communication with 

LUCAN the devil or with this Putry, who, like the 
Thessalian Eritho, magician and sorceress, or 

like Syrce the enchantress, changed from the form of a woman to 
that of animals and birds, according to the doctrine of Tages. ( 6 )  

The wild Banuas in the same manner, and using the same art ( 7 )  
and formulae, transform themselves from human form into tigers 
and lizards or crocodiles, and other animals, birds, and fishes, besides 
being sorcerers who know what is remote and distant, like the 
sorceress of Tuscia who disclosed things which were happening in 
places far away. 

I n  this connection I will mention the first Bishop of Malacz, (8)  
Ilom Jorge de S. Lucia, whose virtues should always he exalted. 

He wished to stop the great injury done by these wild Banuas 
from the interior who changed themselves from men into tigers 
("arymos "), came by night to the town of Malaca, and killed 
unresisting children and women. He purposed to excommunicate 
them, and offered up prayers in public in the Cathedral Church. 

Then, after the High Mass and after the procession at  the Feast 
of the Assumption of Our Lady Protectress of this fortress, he 
solemnly excommunicated these tigers (" arymos '7 .  

From the moment of the excommunication, the tigers have never 
again entered the villages nor killed a man, woman, or child. 

For this the Christians gave thanks to God. 
The infidels and Mouros were astounded at  this miracle, and ( 9 )  

many Challae, idolatrous natlves of Malaca, were converted, in the (10) 
year 1560. 
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Chapter 16. 
CONCERNING THE MALAY0 SEA. 

The Malaio Sea, properly speaking, is the land-enclosed sea 
between the mainland of Ujontana and the Golden Chersonese: it 
is the sea of the gulfs, that is, the Sabaric and the Perimulic Gulfs, 
mentioned by Ptolemy in his Table. 

And because this Malaio Sea is situated between the two coasts 
of Ujontana and the Golden Chersonese or Samatra, it is protected 
from the fierce Ocean waves: for the most part it is smooth and 
quiet, resembling the level surface of a pond: on the other hand when 
storms occur according to the position of the planets, this sea waxes 
furious,.and destroys the boats upon the coast, without any possihi- 
lity of saving them. As a rule these storms come from the north 
or north-west or north-east, but when they come from the south 
they are all the more violent. 

( 1 )  The tempests which occur are of 2  kinds, Ecnephia, and 

( 2 )  E K v c $ L d 6 TVeWv.  Tiphon, as Aristole states in Book 3  of 
the Meteorologica, chapter 1: the 

~ T O T L E  ecnephia being a simple storm, while the 
Bk. 3 Meteor ck 1 typhon is a violent storm accompanied 

by a whirlwind. 
Any movement of this Malaio Sea is usually a furious distur- 

bance, caused by the winds and tempests, as is remarked by Aristotle 
ARISTOTLF.. in Book 2  chapter 1, in the third part which deals 

Bk 2 ch. 1 with the movement of the sea: the direction is 
north-west to south-east, during the flow and the ebb of the tide 
through the straits lying between the two shores of Ujontana and 
Samatra. 

This Malaio Sea appears to be the more dear and transparent 
because it enjoys the heat of the torrid zone: it differs from the 
thick and dense sea of the frigid zone: and therefore pumice-stones 
and some kinds of coral are produced in this sea. 

( 3 )  Storms arise with rapidity because the sea is nitrous and windy. 
(4) The fishes of this land-enclosed sea are shad, very tasty, dorados, 

(5)-(10) red fish, excellent Tagus-fish, seer-fish, pomfrets, rays, and dog-fish, 1 
besides a great quantity of lobsters, prawns, and cray-fish: the most 

(1 1) numerous fishes are the " laramparam " and small prawns on which 
the common people live: in this land-enclosed sea one rarely finds 
whales, though there is no lack of sharks, nor of lizards or crocodiles. 

One species of crab is found here which is not seen in any other 
part of the world, for this crab has a tail a palm long: i t  is called 

( 1 2 )  " balanccis": the shell is in the shape of a half-moon: on the convex 
side of the shell i t  has its eyes: underneath on the concave side i t  
has legs like those of a crab: the stomach is full of roe in the form 
of round grains, of which a dish fa made. It has s tail a ~ a l m  lonn, 
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One alsp finds large turtles, 1.7 palms in circumference. (13) 
When they wish to lay their eggs, they come from the sea to 

the beaches and sands, and here they deposit their eggs, which 
resemble the yolks of hens' eggs and have a thin, very soft shell: 
the eggs occur in large quantities and the people make their meals 
of them. 

From the covering of the turtle they obtain plates of turtle- 
she11 as big as one's palm: these constitute very valuable 
merchandise. 

One finds quantities of coral-branches, white and black, resem- (14) 
bling plants growing on the rocks in the sea. 

I t  is said that amber occurs in the Malaio sea: this must be (15) 
brought up by the flood tide from the ocean off Nicobar: for amber 
is found in the Nicobar sea, and the native Nycohares exchange it 
for cloths with the ships which sail through that channel. 

I t  is worthy of note that in the month of October the Malaio 
Sea rises an ell higher than it usually rises during any other lunar 
month of the year: for this high tide floods the greater part oP the 
country, like the summer flood in Egypt which so astonished Julius 

Luww. Caesar in olden times, as Lucan states in Book 
lo Pharsd= 10 of his Pharsalia. 

The cause is that in the Mountains of the Mwn the Nile has 
great lakes of water, which, in the winter months of June, July, and 
August, are frozen up, owing to the cold which prevails on the 
mountains of such great altitude: then comes the heat of summer 
and melts the ice: the result is the flooding of the Nile and the - 
inundation of Egypt. 

The same cause, namely, the waters from the Belor Mountains (16) 
of the Scyths and Tartaria, (which are the highest mountains in the 

PLATO world and therefore contsn the most water, as 
m tk* Pkaedo Plato notes in the Phaedo), may be partly res- 

ponsible for the inundation of Malaca, in the month of October, 
durine the Asiatic summer. when the waters flow down throurrh the -  an^&. 

But since the inundation of Malaca depends on the lunar condi- 
tions during October, occurring both when the moon is in conjunc- 
tion and when it is in opposition, i t  is clear that i t  is the moon 
which is the cause of the flooding, since it is the source of humidity 

ARI~TOTLH at that point of the Zodiac, as is stated by 
PLWY. Aristotle, who is followed by Pliny in Book 2 

Bk. 2 ch. l o ,  2.  chapter 10, 2. 
And experience shows tbat particular inundations occur in one 

area which do not occur in another area only slightly more than a 
league away, and in a locality where there is no river: which proves 
that waters issue from caverns in the main or the sea, particularly 
at tbe major conjunctions qf Saturn and Jupiter, when the three 
p l m t r  bugin to cloea together, as is stated by Aleabicfa, Naboth, 
and othar Wologer~~ 
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Chapter 17. 
CONCERNING THE NATURE OF THE LAND. 

The land of Ujontana has a different nature from other countries 
in the same, the torrid, zone: as is clearly seen from its producing 
different trees and fruits. 

Although the earth as a whole may be composed of a general 
terrestrial mass, cold and dry in its nature, that is to say, of a mass 
composed of small particles, mixed ~ I t h  water, and although there 

may be more of this mixture than of other 
A~amrra. dements, %s Aristotle declares in the Meteorolo- 

a uebtpm. ~ h .  gica, Book 4 chap- 4 and 6, yet the globe 
a d  6 as a whole is not .entirely composed of a 

mass with a uniform nature: cather, it cbn- 
tains metallic patches, in some parts of one nature and in other 
parts of a different nature, varying in wloni, and varying in 
hardness and density according as they wtain more or less water, 
and aceording as a greater or less number of elements enter into 
their composition, as is stated by the philosophers. 

This truth is exemplified in the difference between the fruits of 
Malara and the arboreal produce and fruits of Indostan, India 
Intra-Ganges, Arabia, and Persia: for the land in each case has a 
ditlereut nature and mass or metallic wteh: and therefore the fruits 
of tbe one part do not grow, in the other part which has a dietent 
nature. as experience shows. 

Difference in zone canhot be the sole reason, because Ujantana, 
Indatan, Arabia, Africa, and America are all situated in the same, 
the torrid, zone: and each of these countries produces different fruits 
and arboreal products, varying in form and nature, according us 
more or less elements enter into the composition of the earth. 

Then, as these mixeures vary, the earth is fruitful in one part 
and sterile in another. 

So that the land of Ujontana, where the mTxture is moderate 
and the heat watery and oily, produces delirious fruits and every 
kind of rice and grain, and marvellous medicinal plants, and scented 
sweet-smeUlng trees such as " ag~da ", " calantba ", befoim ", and 
camphor, besides a great quantity of gum and oils. 

In places the earth produces a continuous stream of earth-oil, 
(1) called "Mileha8 Tam", like the fountains mentioned by Pliny and 

PL& the writers on America who describe the fountain 
or well of Copey in the Island of Lobos 

This h d  is mineral-bearing, becaum it contains mote w m r  
than heat: for the water and its VaQOUR transform themmtves &to 
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And as this land, in parts, partakes of a certain degree of hard- 
ness and is compressed, i t  produces stones, in accordance with the 

ALBERT, views of Theophrastus, Albert, and Aristotle. 
~ k .  I ,  p t .  2 ,  ck 14. 

So it is clear that the land of Ujontana produces these two kinds 
of substances in the ground, namely, fossil stones and metals, (as 
Aristotle declares at the end of the 3rd book of the Meteorologica). 
while the greater part of the country is semi-mineral. 

Chapter 18. 

CONCERNING THE FRESH CLIMATE 
OF MALACA. 

The air in this district of Malaca is very fresh and healthy, (1) 
quite the reverse of what was imagined by the ancient writers, 

PTOLEMY AristotIe and Ptolemy, who maintained that the 
part of the world which lay between the Tropics of Cancer and 
Capricorn was very hot and fiery; especially the area lying within 
12 degrees north and south from the Equator, which was appro- 
priately called " torrid " on account of its fierce heat. This zone of 
Iand was regarded by the ancients as uninhabitable and deserted, 
whereas they did not know anything about it: for Julius Caesar, an 

LUCAN astrologer and investigator of nature, was able 
to extend his discoveries along the Nile from the Tropic of Cancer 
only as far as the beginning of Ptolemy's first climate on the parallel 
of Meroe. 

I t  is in this zone in a latitude of 2 degrees 12  minutes at the 
point of the zenith where the Meridian and the Vertical intersect, 
that there is situated the happy land of Malaca on the continent of 
Ujontana: and it is our present-day experience of this land which 
leads us to form an opinion diametrically opposed to that of the 
philosophers. 

For this country of Ujontana is the most fresh and pleasant in 
the world; we have a climate which is wholesome and vivifying, and 
suitable for the preservation of health and human life, with a tem- 
perate mixture of heat and humidity: but neither of these factors is 
so excessive as to be harmful or detrimental, for the heat is mitigated 
by the watery vapours, and, on the other hand, the heat mitigates 
the humidity caused by the showers and rains which prevail the 
whole year round, according to the lunations, in this region. 

In consequence of this humidity there arise vapours and exhal- 
ations which form the rain-clouds which deaden the heat by conti- 
nual shade: for, as a rule, the sky is covered and overcast with 
dou& so that the land ie well shaded, humid, quite damp, and 
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In consequence of this freshness, some people have imagined, 
without stating it dogmatically, that the Paradise was situated a t  
the Equator. 

As the land is nitrous and windy, i t  is very subject to storms, 
both minor storms called " Ecnephia " E Kvr m L a and major 

storms called " Tiphon " ( TUlO w v ) ; the latter we usually call 
a " Typhio " or furious tempest; and when it occurs, there are 
always wrecks a t  sea, and destruction and ruin on land; it travels 
with such fury and violence that i t  tears the roofs from the hollses 
and uproots trees, and sometimes the boats are flung from the sea 
upon the land, on to the kids of the country. 

Being almost on the equator, this country enjoys double 
seasons: there are 2 high solstices a t  the beginning of Aries and 
Lybra, and 2 low solstices at the beginning of Cancer and Capricorn. 

Consequently it enjoys 2 summers when the sun stands at the 
equinoctial points and it enjoys 2 winters when the sun stands at 

sncm ~ o x o  the points of the Tropics of Cancer and Capri- 
A L ~ G A N O .  corn, as is explained by Alfragano. Although 

there are showers and rains during all the lunations throughout the 
year, the winter times a t  Malaca when 'the biggest rainfall is ex- 
perienced occur in June and December a t  the low solstices, and the 
hottest temperatures occur in March and September a t  the high 
solstices 

Although the philosophers and Alfragano 
ALPRAGmo' attribute these solar phenomena to the high and 

low solstices, yet experience shows some variation in the climates oi 
different longtitudes at the equator: thus, in Indostan in India Intra- 
Ganges winter time occurs on the western coast in June, July, and 
August, while during the same period i t  is summer time on the other 
or eastern coast, one coast being separated from the other by a 
distance of 50 leagues longtitudinally. 

So the variation cannot be attributed to celestial causes, but is 
rather due to a terrestrial eharacteristic, namely, the direction of the 
wind, for on the western coast winter occurs with the south and west 
winds, while on the other or eastern coast of Indostan winter comes 
in with the north and east winds. 

Experience shows that a t  the meridian of Malaca winter begins 
in the most southerly region with the advent of the southerly winds: 
for winter is &st enjoyed in the region of Tymor situated in 10 
degrees of south latitude in March, April, and May: later on winter 
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The Antipodes of Malaca are in Popayana, in that part of (3) 
America which is called Peru. 

Chapter 19. 

CONCERNING THE MEDICINES. 
The ordimary medicines of the Malayos, for use in fevers and (1) 

other ailments, are the roots of plants, and miraculous herbs, and 
things taken from birds and animals, especially horns, claws, and 
stones. 

The doctors whom they employ are for the most "Davas:' (2)  
female physicians who are excellent herbalists, having studied in the 
schools of Java Major. 

These " Dayas " physicians employ these plants and herbs in the 
form of plasters, and syrups, and potions, or pills, in order to relieve 1 the distress caused through illness by means of heating or cooling 
roots. 

As a rule they grind or pound these roots or leaves of wild plants 
and herbs in a mortar, and mix them all up into a paste for plaster 
or pill: that is to say, either a simple paste of one substance or a 
paste composed of various different substances, both for use as 
plasters and wguents, and for use as potions and syrups or pills, 
choosing the nature of the herb with regard to the humour of the 
infirmity, and with regard to the age of the moon, following the 

GALEN doctrine of Galen, Book 3 chapter 6 .  
Bk 3 ch 6 

From the furrows on the face of the patient they recognize 
maladies which will be fatal. 

From the throbbing of the temples they distinguish between 
illnesses which are acute and rapid, and those which are chronic and 
lingering: and they recognize the crises and the endings of illnesses 
by the breathing or the weakness of the invalid, following almost 

exactly the prescription of the Centiloqnio of 
GALEN. Ptolemy, and the rules of Galen, Book 3 

I Bk. 3 c l ~ .  6 chapter 6. 

I Moreover, certain apprentices of the wild Ban& act as doctors, 
for they understand the properties of all the miraculous herbs and 
plants: in curing maladies they make use of incantations, as though 

I their medical treatment depended on magic and diahol'cal arts, for 
I at the Erst glance they recognize the interior ailments of the human 

body. 
The plants and herbs which they ordinarily use in their medi- 

cines are the following: clove, nutmegs, cinnamon, pepper-corns, lonq (3) (4) 
popper, " betre ", saffron-root, saffmn-flowers, ginger. " lancoas ", ( 5 )  
unbtber and hotter kind of gin&, "conchor ", " bancall? ", " dn'ngo." ( 6 ) - (8 )  
" pulgcary ': c$n%phlatola, " tamwdndi ", '' cayoubr ", '# cayotay ", (9)-(11) 
&M fmm6hbId at& t~~@~sbut whkp a n p c & 1 ~ t ~ a h ~ e  wwld bbs 
&tan, ,C1 L . . ( 1  * '! ri 
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Some of these plants are very hot, like the burning " tancoas "; 
while others are only slightly hot, like the aromatic '' betre '> others 
again are Cool and temperate. 

All these they use in their mixtures and conwctions, to allay 
and mitigate heats or colds, following in some cases the rules of 
Galen. 

Among the miraculous roots is the " cobra-wood " of Malaca, 
which has such virtue and excellence that it makes the serpent do 
obeisance at the mere sight of it: as happened a t  Malaea; by the 
river was a serpent or cobra 12 fathoms in length, which came down 
from the jungle to drink at the river after having swallowed a deer 
which it had crushed to death at the foot of a tree; on its return 
it met a Malaio earrying this " cobra-wood '"root, when it bent its 
head in motimless obeisance; then soma Monancabos came up, heat 
it to death, and took it to the Governor at the foftress; 35 saiIo~3 

(12) carried it on a " p i q a  "; thst was in the year 1560. 

Chapter 20. 

CONCERNING THE SORCERESSES. 
The sorceresses make extensive u% of herbs, plants, trees, and 

animals for their enchantments and transformationS, in which t h q  
U) employ the magic formulae of Tkos: thereby they intlict a great deal 
( 2 )  of harm, especially the witches who kill infants before their baptism 

on the fifth day after hirth, or while they are still ea ventre sa mh, 
by hewitchine; them and piercing them with a de~th-dealing wind. 

(3) To avoid this ham, the natives are accustomed to hold a feast 
in the house where the birth took place, summoning parents and 
friends to keep watch and guard on the fifth day after the birth, as 
though this day were Critical and ominous, p r e g n a ~  with the germ of 
future good or evil for the child: for this Es u s d y  the critical day 
when harm or death comes to the child, being prior to baptism 
which takes place on the eighfh day after hi&. 

(4) These sorceresses who are enchantresses, witches, and chei~o- 
mantis*, apprentices af the wild Banuas From the cave of Gunole- 
dam, by means of magic incantations compel the obedience of lmrds 
or crocodiles, elephants, tiger& and huge cobras and serpent& and 
they can eaptnre and kill these animals as did the enchantra Eeam 
the Hinterland who hound herself by a promise to deliver the town 

( 5 )  of i%hca from a lizard of the river ?Y Cbim, wbich killed the people, 
and for sb doing s4e received a rewzd, 
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There are other kinds of sorceresses or witches, called 
cc  ponteanas ", who are usually found hanging in high trees and (7) 
poplars or " budes ": these " ponteanas " are said to be the women (8) 
who have died in childbirth, and are therefore the enemies of men: 
these " po~zteanas ", particularly, ought to the demons, because their 
backs open out into flames. 

This magic art was never approved by the ancient idolaters: in 
former times, i t  was punished by the Emperor Nero, and it  was 
particularly discouraged by the Pontiffs of the Church and the 
Christian Princes, as an abominable art which should be repressed 
in the commonwealths of the world. 

I cannot refrain from mentioning how on two days at  the points 
of the equinox, especially at the equinox when the sun enters the 
sign of Libra, on the day called "Divdly ", the trees, plants, and (9) 
herbs possess such power and virtue that they are compelled to speak, 
disclosing each one its properties as a potent and curative remedy. 
For this reason some persons lurk in the woods on that night, to 
learn the virtues of the herbs: and I have been so informed by many 
persons who found themselves by chance in the woods on that day, 
how the plants raised their voices a t  the moment of midnight: hut 
this would appear to be the work of the devil. 

Chspter 21. 

C O N C E R N I N G  T H E  M A U M E T A  F A I T H .  
The faith adopted by the Malayos is that of Mahameth, 

corruptly Maffamede; they have all been M o m  from the time of 
hrmizuri, the first king, to the present day. Fot the faith of 

Mahameth arose in Arabia in the year 604 after (1) 
Y m  617. the birth of Christ Our Saviaur, spread in the (2)  

C I , ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~  of following year through Arabia, Persia, Indostan, 
drabia. the Gangs, and part of Africa, and later 

was preached in India Extra-Ganges and 
Meridional India in the yyear 709. Marw Polo the Venetian, 
dzning ffie voyage on which he touched a t  Meridtonal India or Java 
Mihor on the Tropic of Capricorn, met Monros at the sea-port of 

I Ferrtech in the year 1295. 
Moreover the-faith of Maumeth was aixcpted i n  Patane and 

P W  on the eastern coast of Tfjontaaa, and in certafn islands of the 
A-c Atchipelago, especially a t  the port of Bantan in Java 
' ~ @ u C M  
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(3) These Mourns beak the precepts of the Alnrram, for they 
retain the use of wine and pork, which is prohibited by this faith, 
and 1Bey a= EttJe indied for ceremonies and observancey; they 
are entlrely taken up with amusements and luxuries; very few mder- 
stand Arabic, and they scarcely ever study abe writings of the 

(4) c 5 )  Alcor&, except it be some " Mula '' or" Cd$j3 " from Arabia. 
So that the faith was accepted at the sea-ports, with its venera- 

.tian of Mahamet. sen of Abdala, an idolater, and of Imfna, a 
Jewes., as (~aribay atates. 

While in the Einterland there were idolaters practising the 
( 6 )  idolatry of the Bragmanes, descendants of the ~ e & l  who was 
/7) born of a cow: tbeir histodes teIl of Perumal, from whom are des- 

cended &e peoples of the world, as from Adam: they assert that the 
Bragmanes were born from his head, the ~ a j b  from his breast, the 
Chettis from big stomach, and the common people from his feet. 

It is to be noted that, generally speaking, dl the idolaters and 
lieathen in the Indias practise two kinds of idolatry: the first kind iS 
the worship of the heavens and the elements, fife, ~ r ,  water, earth: 
the m n d  lcind is the worship of status and tomb, and distin- 
guished persons, and animals, and birds, fobwing the idolaters of 
Greece, Rome, and Egypt: for at Atheti$ in Greece they worshbped 

(8) the " sabhia ", and the raven, and the mck: and at Rome in It&' 
they worshipped Februa the gadde~s of fevers, and the ram Amn, 
aad fhe goose of Trapeia: and in Egypt they worshipped the dog 
of CJsiLis. 

The idolaters d the Aromatic Archipelapo hold this heresy 
about souls, that they are immortal because from one dead body 
the soul pas= to anothet bpdy produced by mcepzion in tke 
womb: this heresy appears to be generally he'd among the heathen, 
as the Venerable Bede mentions. 

This heresv broueht lock to a native af Malaca who was at the ., 
port of Tymor. 

As he bote a facial resemblance to the dead brother of the King 
of Camanam. the Kmz welcomed him with tears in his eyes, a3 
though it realeally was b& dead brother, maintaining that it actual y 
was he, because the dead man's soul had transmigrated to him: .w 
he received him like a brother, and gave him what he needed, and 
made up his cargo oP sandalwood, whereby the Malacano was 
enriched. 

And they maintain yet other ridiculous heresieg, for thap allege 
that the human rafe is k d e d  from animala. b i d s  a d  &ts 
as for instance that the Perumal 
For theit hktde8 maintain that the 1 
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Chapter 22. 

CONCERNING THE MINES OF UJONTANA 

So far as our discoveries and our knowledge of the country (1)-(3) 
extend, f ie  mines of Ujontana are as follows:-gold, silver, mercury, (4)-(9) 
tin, iron, precious stones, semi-minBrak, nitre, and coloum. 

Prmr. While Pliny in Book 33 chapter 4 deals exten- 
Bk. 33 ch. 4 sively with gold, and in chapter 12 with other 

metals, the Scriptures tov in the Book of Job, 28, 
30% 28. deal exwlsively with these metals, showing how 

silver draws certain properties and elements from im veins, and gokl 
has a certain place where it accumulates, and iron is obtained from 
the earth by mining, and stone when disintegrated by h a t  is 
converted into copper. 

For metals are like plants which ace hidden and cavered in the (10) 
ground, and there is sane similarity ha the manner in which they are 
produced, for one finds branches and trunks from which they extend 
in large a d  small veins, having internal connection and correspon- 
dence; hence, in a way, it seem6 that these meta1s pow like plants: 
not that they have teal vegetative growth and the inner life of plants, 
except as w r d s  their mode af production in the earth, for under 
the influenee of tbe planets and with the passage of time these metak 
increase is quantity: they are usually found in barren and rugged (11) 
lands as though such lands formed the nutriment of metals, while 
fertile land forms the nutriment of plants, 
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The gold occurs in the form of grains, and also in the form of 
(17) dust in the earth-quarries: these metallic earths are washed with 

water from the river, when the earth is rejected and the gold is 
recovered. 

The sands of the rivers in Campar are found to contain gold 
when they are washed. 

Gold also occurs in mines of red stone, such as those of Geld 

Above all, gold is found in mines of red sand at Sylata: in this 
case the gold is recovered by a process of smelting and not by 

Chapter 23. 
CONCERNING THE WATERSPOUT. 
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I met with these columnar spouts, while making discoveries in 
Meridional India, right up as far as the gulf of Nicobar and the 
ocean of Ujontana: they also occur in other parts of the sonth as 
usual marine phenomena. 

It seems to be a very marveuous thing: it usually happens 
because at sea there is a deficiency of thin terrestrial vapours; so at 
one gulp the columnar spout raises the heavy salt water; then this 
water generates vapours, airs, and clouds till the whole is one heavy 
mass: thus functions tht Carybdis of the waterspout, imitating the 
Carybdis of the sea who withdraws and sucks the water to the 
cavern in the centre of the earth. 

Chapter 24. 
CONCERNING THE BORE. 

The bore in the w a v . ~  is a disturbance of the (1) 
sea: there occurs, as it were, a seething of the 

water, in consequence of which the sea breaks into Bowery wavelets: 
it covers the space of an Italian mile and for this distance nothing 
can be discerned except this flowery effervescence of the sea, while 
the surface of the ocean all around is as level as a pond, without 
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loyalty to the State and to the Christian religion: and a t  the present 
day his son the faithful Dom Fernando serves in this same office of 
" Bendara ". 

Moreover, baptism was accorded to many Chelis, merchants 
cm,, on and farmers, some of whom were worth 10 or 1 2  

IND~A. " bares" of gold, and to many natives and 
Dnminn De Goes. 
strangers, so that the Christian faith grew strong in Ujontana and 
the Golden Chersonese, and in the Aromatic Archipelago of the 
South. 

Thus in consequence of commercial intercourse and of this good 
example neighbouring countries sought baptism and tendered obedi- 
ence and vassalage to the King Dom Manuel of Portugal. 

On his death there succeeded to the throne of Portugal the 
Prince Dom Joao the Third, who in the course of his a8min:stration 
ordained what was necessary for the service of God and for ,his royal 
State. 

rn particular, for the extension of Christianity in the Iadias, 
C H R O N ~ ~ S  AND he despatched the Very Reverend Naster Father 

(1) L ~ E ,  6. Fran~isco Xavier, of tha Order of the Company 
Futher Fr. Xaui~7. of Jesus, to be administrator of the Christian 
organization. 

The latter left Portugal for India in the year 1542, in the com- 
pany of the Governor Martim Affonqo de Sousa; and proceeded to 
the port of Malaca, where he was informed of the desire entertained 
by the Kings of those parts to receive the baptism. 

( 2 )  To that end he took ship and baptized the Kings of Maluco and 
Ternate,  an^ the neighbouring Monarchs. As he was not able to 
,accede to the call of all, he despatched as apostolic nuncius the ", 

Reverend Father Vicente Viegas, administrator of Malaca, to visit 
., 
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cousin Lapituo, King of Machoquique, and Tamalina the Queen, 
who had both been instructed for baptism, in the same year 1545. 

To ensure a better understanding of this story, I will give the 
account of their conversion to Christianity as i t  appears in the 
writings of the Reverend Father Domingos Godinos de Eredia, (4) 
master of the school attached to the see of Malaca; it runs as 
follows. 

I, Father Francisco Luis, Archdeacon, Provisor, and Vicar- 
General of the see of Malaca appointed by the very Reverend 
Chapter during the vacancy in the see, &c., certify that among the 
papers which I received from the archives of the see of Malaca, I 
found an authentic account of the introduction of Christianity in 
Macazar, written by the Reverend Father Domingos Godiios de 
Eredia, master of the school attached to the see: this authentic 
account has since been lost, but I made an accurate reproduction 
copied word for word as written below: this copy I have handed to 
my brother Manuel Godinho de Eredia: and as he has asked me to 
authenticate the affair in order that this act of Christianity might 
prove for the greater service of God, I swear by the most sacred 
things that this is the whole truth. 

Bertholemeu de Martinho, ecclesiastical writer, was instructed 
to write this at Malaca on the 16th of August in the year 1605. 

Account of the beginnings of Christianity among the Kings of 
Macazar, established during the Pontificate of Paulo the Third, in 
tlte year 1545;  written by Domingos Godines de Eredia, Master of 

I 
the School attached to the see of Malaca. 

The Licentiate Vicente Viegas, Sacerdotal Administrator of the 
Church a t  Malaca, on the request of the Kings in the Province of 
Buguis in Macazar, embarked in a junk with some Portuguese and 
set out from the port of Malaca in the monsoon of January: after a 
prosperous voyage he reached the sea-port of Machoquique on the 
first of February in the year 1545: here the Administrator and the 
Portuguese were well received and treated by th: King of Macho- 
quique, Lapituo, and by Pasapio and the other klngs in the districr 
of Supa and Lynta, who had betaken themselves to that port to be 
baptized. By permission of Lapituo the Father Administrator built 
the hermitage of S. Raphael, where with great solemnity he baptized 
the Kings of Supa and Lynta, namely, Dom Juan Tubinanga. %ng 
of Supa, and his Queen Dona Archangels of Linta, and their children, 
particularly Dona Elena Vesiva; he also baptized Dom Manuel of 
Lynta and his royal family: they all stayed in the royab palaces oi 
his cousin Lapituo and of Queen Tamalina, who had both been 

.% instructed in the catechisms, in order that they might he baptized 
after they had been thoroughly taught and instructed in the 
doctr:mes. 

w& &t. rase & & &i% **-n6o-h 2kT*V- 
manant ai e m h ~ ~ t l o n  when t h y  M b - 3  b ~ T w  
a ~ d  bil royd i d y ,  her e e ~ d  e dhltw 9 4 a ~n 
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( 5 )  which weapons were displayed, because Dona Elena Vesiva had 
(6) secretly embarked in the junk in the company of Juan de Eredia, to 

whom she had become attached or afIianced against the wish of her 
parents. 

As they all gathered on the shore a t  day-break with arms in 
their hands in quest of the Portuguese, the Administrator, in order to 
avoid a conact which might have fatal results, then and there gave 
orders to raise the sails of the boat and weigh anchor and set out 
from the port of Machoquique and make the journey to Malaca. 

This affair made King Lapituo and King Pasapio and the other 
people who had been baptized so offended with the Portuguese that 
they broke with them, and the Portuguese lost their friendship. 

But by the grace of God they did not fall away from the 
Catholic faith: on the contrary they remained Christians until death, 
always protecting the hermitage of S. Raphael with the sacred 
images and crosses through a long period, as long as they themselves 
lived: but on their death they were succeeded by strangers who 
conquered these states by force of arms, an4 in so doing detroyed 
the fortresses and the hermitage of S. Raphael. 

So in a few days the junk performed its journey and arrived a t  
the port of Malaca, where in open Church according to the Council 
of Trent Dona Elena Vesiva took as her husband Juan de Eredia, 
by whom this radiant mother bore sons and daughters, Domingos, 

( 7 )  Manuel, Francisco, and Anna. 
When an interval of 12 years had elapsed after the incident at 

Machoquique, Dona Elena Vesiva wished to repair the breach of 
friendship and to restore the old-time intercourse and commerce, so 

I she wrote some letters to the Kings of Machoquique and of Supa and 

I 
Linta, successors of Dom Juan Tuhinanga and of King Lapituo, and 
particularly to her cousin Tamolina, Queen of Machoquique; by 
means of these letters she opened the gates of commerce and inter- 
course between the Portuguese and the Macazares, the intermediary 
being a noble ambassador named FernZo Peres Dandrade, who was 
selected by the people and the citizens to carry these letters and 
other letters from the Governor of the fortress and from the Council 
of the city; in the year 1558 he proceeded from Malaca to the port 4 nf Machoquique where he was well received and honoured by all 
these Kings and Monarchs. 

And from then onwards these people for their part continued to ' - carry on the trade in spices, aromatics, and many kinds of foodstuffs, 
that is, rice and grains, from Machoquique in Macazar to Malaca; 
and from that time these Kings sent offerings and presents to Dona 
Elena Vesiva, until she reached the age of 45 years, when she fell ill 
d departed this life on the day of S. Elena the Queen, the 
tsmlieth of May in the year 1575. 

She aaa burlad wlth aalsmn funeral po 
st Malaea, br body ~~ ~t ' t tag lawe &a b of her i t d  a 

I, FhrnPll w m m  &Val. 
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I have mentioned the fact of her baptism because it is proper 
for me so to do, as being the legitimate son of Dona Elena Vesiva; 
for God granted that she was baptized from her idolatry in order 
to direct me into the service of God and of the Crown of Portugal 
and Castile, with the new discoveries in Meridional India. 

She, owing to her devotion, never used the armorial bearing8 
of the Crown of Supa and Machoquique, but the starry sky was, as 
it were, the home of her happiness and glory; for, by reason of her 
good works, charity, and continual penance, one Inay presume that 
she enjoyed the celestial realm whose representation was emblazoned 
on her escutcheon. (8 )  

Chapter Z6. 

CONCERNING THE KINGS OF THE MALAYOS. 
To conclude this &st part, I will make summary mention of 

the Kings of Mdhca, frum the first Permicuti to  Alaudin of ( I )  (2) 
Batusavar. 

Permicuri, by bifth a J5o of Palimbam in Samatfa or tbo 
Golden. Chersonese allied himself ku marriage with the lords and 
monarchs of Patane and Pam who belonged to the family of th6 
Malains, and was succeeded by the fallowing Mdaio Kings: Xeque 
hrm,  S o n  Medafarsa, Soltan Marsuse, Soltan Alaudin, and the 
last Boltan Maahumet, who was overthrburn and deaoyed by the 
invincible captain M o n ~ o  de  Alboquque, when hi8 t o e l  state was 
conquered and Malaca subdued on the 1Sth of August in the year 
1511. 

After his defeat, Soltan Mabarnet retired up the dver; whence 
he p m d  through the hinterlafd to the ewern coas of Pam; he 
withdrew to BiotZo, an island containing im, and fortified it as a (32 
base fcom which to attack and Csrry on war again& the Portuguese 
~f Malam: he always got the worst of the fighting, and eventual y, 
tired and old, haded  over the state to his son, the prince. 

On the death of Saltan Mahamet this prince mt over to 
8 Ujoatana, to the district of Jor and Cottabatu, where he raised his 

state to importance. 
On his death he was succeeded by Raya Ale, who had the great (4) prudwce and sagacity to become reconciled with the Portuguese, and 

& k d  to be a! v m l  of the K h g  of Portugal: and a trade in spices 
EM tbetalh indudhg a lmge qpantity of tin or " c a b  ", grew up 
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to the present day: owing to the bad counsels of his younger brother 
( 5 )  Raja Benco, he had quarrels with the Portuguese, and extended a 
( 6 )  friendly reception to the Hollanders in another town, Batusavar; 

because the Portuguese, particularly the famous captain Dam Paub 
de Lima, had destroyed Cottabatu in the year 1588. 
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PART 11. 

CONCERNING MERIDIONAL 

INDIA. 
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Chapter 1. 

CONCERNING MERIDIONAL INDIA, 

(1) Meridional India indudes the mainland which extends from 
( 2 )  the promontory of Beach, a province of gold, in 16 degrees of south 

latitude, to the tropic of Capricorn and the Antarctic circle: it 
(3) (4) includes many other provinces, such as Maletur and L u g ,  which 

are larger than Beach: and it includes other Ian& still unknown in 
( 5 )  the sea in which lies the island called Java Minor, so celebrated 

among the ancients md so little known to the modems, together 
(6) (7) with other neighbouring islands, such as Petan, Nearran, and Agania. 

Almost all these lands produce great quantities of gold, cloves, 
(8) (9) nutmegs, sandal-wood, and the herb " birco ", in addition to other 

spices and aromatics not known or seen in Europe, as is aflirmed by 
p 2 ,  Ptolemy in his Table XI1 of Asia, and by 

(10) MARCO Polo. Ludovico Vartomano in his writings, and by 
Bk. 3 cb. 13. Narco Polo the Venetian, who speaks m an eye- 

witness, having stayed for a long time in this Java Mmor, as he 
describes in his Book 3 Chapter 13. 

I t  is to be noted that in the year 1269, 231 years before the 
GAWAY discovery of the Oriental Indias, during the time 

Histmy of the of Pope Clemente IV and Gregorio X, when Dom 
pofles. AFfon~o 111 was King of Portugal, Narc0 Polo 

the Venetian, son of Nicolao Polo, a merchant engaged in the trade 
MARCU Polo. with Constantinople, set out with his father from 

Venice and Constantinople to see the world. 
By way of Persia and Zamarchand or Turcastan, and the desert 

of Lop in Tartaria, he passed to the great province of Cattay (the 
ancient Attay of Pliny), to the court of the Emperor Cnblay or 
gran Cam, and thence to China Mangim, now called Nanquim: from 

(1 1) (1 2) the port of Chinsay he embarked in a junk or lorcba for Java Major 

(1~)-(1j) (Bantan and Sinda): thence through the gulf and straits of Bale, 
(16) between certain islands, Sondur and Condor, he proceeded south- 

waids to the province of Beach, a land of gold, where there is such 
a quantity of this metal that the wild native Jaos use nuggets of 
earth or golden lumps as money: thence he set out to the island of 
Petan, producing aromatics: and leaving to the west the s h d s  of 
Xaletur, a land of spices, he passed to the south till he 
arrived in the island of Java Minor, a fertile and fresh land 
filled with forests of cloves, nutmegs, and whifa and red wndal- 
woad, as well as large quantities of camphor and other @fomatfcs and 
spices never seen in Europe, espeJally the herb " Mrco "; thfa fa 
trahs &OM ~ b )  & yam6 h o t ,  and a f t r  a qaea of thrw yrcn they l! ow 0 l o t : ~ t h S ~  
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This island produces great elephants, and rhinoceros or 
" badas ", and other remarkable and valuable animals, and monkeys 
so shapely that they resemble human beings. 
wn, POLO. The island was governed by 8 kings and 

satraps: M a m  Polo the Venetian personally visited the following 
I 

6 kingdoms: Ferlech, Basman, Sarnara, Dragoian, Fanfur, and (17)-(21) 
Lambri. The people were idolaters: though in Ferlech he found (22) 
Mouros: from which it may he inferred that the sea-route to Meri- (23) 
dional Indii was open and that the inhabitants of the sea-coast were 
civilized and tractable, but this was not the case with the inhabitants (24) 
of the Hinterland, who were wild cannibals, devourers of human 
Aesh. 

Further to the south are situated the islands of Necuran and 
Agania, very prolific in doves, nutmegs, sandal-wood, and all kinds 
of spices: here too the herb " birco " occurs. 

Still further to the south, running south-east and west, lies the 
mainland of Lucach: this ought to be the same continent on which 
is situated the peninsula of Beach, a province of gold. 

Further to the west lie the islands of Angaman major and minor, (2 5) or Lucatambini, inhabited by women, and Lucapiatto, uninhabited. (26) (27) Although Marco Polo the Venetian did not state precisely the 
degree of latitude of Java Minor, he declares that he could not see 
the constellation of Urssa minor from the Point of Samsra: thus 
demonstrating that Java Minor was situated more or less on the 

M ~ C O  POLO Tropic of Capricorn: this is stated in Book 3 
Bk. 3 ch. 16 Chapter 16. 
ANNALS AND Moreover the " Lontares" and Annals of Java (28) 

" JAVA. " '- Major (in which Bantan and Sunda are situated) 
mention Meridional India and its commerce and trade: as appears in 
the poems, vulgar songs, and histories of the Empire of Hattaron, 
which speak of the ancient sea-route from Java Major to Java Minor. 

The traffic in gold and, spices created one of the world's great 
trading-centres in Java Minor: its ports were frequened by merchants 
not only from Gram Cathay hut also from China Mansim, the Archi- (29)-(31) 
pelago, Indostan, and Egypt: as is shown by the fact that these 
Mouros found in the port of Ferlech came here long before the 
arrival of Marco Polo in the year 1295. 

This trade and commerce was destroyed later on through the 
dislocation caused by the wars which supervened; the sea-communi- 
cation from Java Major to Java Minor was in abeyance for a period 
of 331 years, and they were not able to communicate with each other 
till the year 1600. In this year, by the just decision of God, it 
happened that a boat fxom Lucaantara in Meridional India, after (32) 
being carried out of its course by storms and currents, came to land 
on the beach, having made the port of Balambuam in Java Major (33) 
(in which Bantan and Sunaa are situated); where the voyagers 
were hospitably mcdved and sntertafned by the King of the w s t  
district, accompanied by the Portugum who happened to be there 
at the tlms. 
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These strangers from Lucaantara in build and cast of counten- 
ance, &c., resembled the Jaos of Bantan; but they spoke a different 
language: thus showing that they were Jaos of another type. 

This unusual incident greatly excited the Jaos of Balambuan 
and their satraps, especially Chiaymasiouro, king 

C n u ~ ~ a s l o u n o  of Damuth; his curiosity was whetted, prince 
(34) that be was, and he wished to set out on the discovery of Lucaantara. 

Taking the necessary supplies, be embarked with some com- 
(35) panions in a " calelus " or boat provided with oars, and set out from 

(36) (37) the port of Balambuan towards thq south; after a 12-days' voyage 
he arrived at the said port of Lucaantara, a peninsula or isiand 
having a compass of 600 leagues in circumference. Here Chiay- 
masiouro, king of Damuth, was well received and entertained by the 
" Xabandar " or governor of the land, for the king was up the river 
in the interior. 

Chiaymasiouro enjoyed the freshness of.the land, and noted its 
richness: he saw a large quantity of gold, cloves, nutmegs, white and 
red sandal-wood, and other spices and aromatics: and he took 
samples of all these things. When the southerly monsoon winds set 
in, he started back for his own country and the port of Balambuan: 
where, after a favourable voyage, he was received by the King in 
the presence of the Portuguese and in particular Pedro de Carval- 
haes, Alderman of Malaca, who attested his arrival and his voyage 
from Lucaantara to Balambuan in the year 1601. 

According to the itinerary of Chiaymasiouro, Lucaantara should 
be the general name for the peninsula on which were situated the 
ports in the Kingdoms of Beach and Maletur: for between Beach 
lying in 16 degrees of latitude and Balambuan in Java Major lying 
in 9 degrees of latitude there is a distance equivalent to a difference 

(38) of 8 degrees: which gives 140 Spanish leagues for the 18-days' 
voyage of Chiaymasiouro from Balambuan to Lucaantara. 

So Lucaantara should not be the Java Minor of Marco Polo 
the Venetian, since the latter land lies in a more southerly latitude, 
on the Tropic of Capricorn, in 23 degrees 30 minutes. 

ROYAL B~~~~ or At the same time, with a view to this enter- 
%HE TIME OF THE prise, Manuel Godinho de Eredia, wearing the 

(39) (40) VILEXOYS habit of Christ and bearing the title of " Adelan- 
tad0 of i\feridional India ", was despatched under a commission to 
pass to the south, with an obligation to undertake the discovery of 
lands in the south and to take possession of them for the Crown of 
Portugal: this was in the same year, 1601. 

But the expedition did not eventuate, because while he was at 
Malaca, ready to make the voyage to Meridional India, the fortress 
was subjected to attacks by the Malayos and Hollanders: this pre- 
vented the discoveries from being made, for all available men were 
required for the defence of Malaca: the Governor of the fortress at 
this tims waa Andre Furtedo de Mendoca. 
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Chapter 2. 

CONCERNING THE LETTER OF 
CHIAYMASIOURO. 

The letter of Chiaymasiouro, King of Damuth, to the King of 
Pam:- 

Having equipped myself for travel and supplied myself 
with necessary requirements, I embarked with some companions 
in a " caletus " or vessel provided with oars, and set out from 
the port of Balambuan towards the south. After a voyage 
lasting 12 days, I reached the port of Lucaantara; there I dis- 
embarked and was received by the " Xabandar " with demon- 

I 
strations of pleasure. Being fatigued with the voyage, I was 
unable to see the King of Lucaantara, who was staying 
up-river in the Hinterland, eight days' journey away. 

The King was advised of my arrival and presented me with 
some handfulls of gold coins resembling in appearance the gold 
" Venetian " of Venice. (1) 

I was hospitably entertained as long as 1 remained in the 
country, and enjoyed the splendid freshness of the climate. 

I saw a considerable amount of gold, cloves, mace, white 
sandalwood, and other spices, as well as large quantities of 
foodstuffs of every kind which are produced in this country. 

The island of Lucaantara is as large as Java, in which (2) 
Balambuan is situated. The people are Jaos, as in our own 
Java, though their language is somewhat different. They wear 
their hair hanging as far as the shoulder, while the head is g r t  
with a fillet of hammered gold. The " n i s  " is ornamented 
with precious stones, like the "cds" with the curved scabbard 
in Bale. 

Speaking generally, the Jabs of Lucaantara spend their 
whole time in sports and pastimes: they are especially addicted 
to cock-fighting. 

When i t  was time to start on our voyage, I requested the 
"Xobandar" to inform the King that the monsoon was now 
favourable for my return to my own country. Provided with 
a stock of necessaries, I set out from Lucmtara, and after a 
few days' voyage arrived at the port of Balambuan, to the great 
astonishment of the wble  of Java. 
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Chapter 3. 

(1) CONCERNING THE CERTIFICATE OF 
PEDRO DE CARVALHAES. 

I, Pedro de Carvalhaes, citizen and alderman of Malaca, certify 
( 2 )  that I met Chiaymasiouro, King of Damuth, a t  Surabaya, where in 

the course of conversation he related how " a rowing-boat from Luca- 
antara, driven out of its course by currents and ill winds or storms, 
reached the port of Balambuan: actuated by curiosity, I gave orders 
for a " calelus" or boat provided with oars to be equipped with an 
adequate supply of all necessaries, and I set out with some com- 
panions from the port of Balamhuan towards the south: after a 
voyage of 12 days, I reached the port of Lucaantara, where I was 
well received and entertained by the inhabitants, who are Jabs like 
those of Java Major, similar in build and colour, and for the most 
part having similar interests, though their language is different. 
The island of Lucaantara has a compass of more than 600 leagues in 
circumference. 

I saw a considerable amount of gold, cloves, mace, white sandal- 
wood, and other spices, as well as large quantities of foodstuffs of 
every kind which are produced in this country. 

The earth is very fertile and the trees keep the dimate cool. 

The country is organized into several kingdoms: and contains 
many populous towns and villages." 

The whole of the above account was given to me by Chiayma- 
siouro and his companions. 

This matter of Lucaantara was a subject of public notoriety in 
Surubaya and in other parts of Java Major. 

Since I have been asked for this information by the ' I  Descobri- 
dor " Manuel Godinho de Eredia, in the interests of his voyage and 
for the advantage of the King's service, I swear by the Holy Gospels 

( 3 )  that this is the truth, and that it is my signature which appears below. 
At Malaca, on the 4th day of October in the year 1601. 

PEDRO de CARVALHAES. 
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Chapter 4. 
CONCERNING THE PLACES WHICH ARE 
" ANTISCIAN " AND " PERIOECIAN " TO 

LUCAANTARA. 
The meridian of Lucaantara passes through a point in Syam 

(or Carnhoja) ; hence thw people of Syam, which lies in 16 degrees 
of north latitude, are antiscian " to the people of Lucaantara, which 
is equidistant from the equator, in 16 degrees of south latitude. 

SO, too, the meridian of Lucaantara cuts through a point in 
Chile (in America) : hence the people of Chile are " perioecian " to.  
the people of Lucaantara; for the parallel of latitude which passes 
through points in Lucaantara and Chile, cuts the meridian of both 
these places a t  a distance of 180 degrees: these two countries are 
therefore " opposite " or " antipodean " to each other. 

Thus Lucaantara is " antiscian " to Sia6 or Camhoja, and 
APPUIN. " perioecian " to Chile in America, in accordance 

Bk 1 ch 16. with the doctrine of Appian, Book 1 Chapter 16. 
The same thing occurs with the parallel of Monomotapa, which (1) 

 ARE^^^^. cuts through a point at Nova Jerusalem in the ( 2 )  
PTOEENY. district of Nova Guinea: so that the people of 

Nova Jerusalem are "perioecian" to the Cafres of Monomotapa: (3) 
living on the same meridian a t  a distance of 180 degrees, they are 
" opposite " and " antipodean " to each other. These two places are 
situated on the same parallel and meridian, and in the same zone, as 
Appian notes; therefore the two countries are of a similar nature, and 
both alike are the native places of black Cafres, just as Lucaantara 
and Chile in America are alike, on the other hand, in being the 
native places of brown or honey-coloored people. 

This phenomenon proves that the earth is round, as was main- 
PL-UT. tained by Aristotle, Plutarch (Book 2 Chapter 

DE plncitir phil I ) ,  and the Peripatetic and Stoic philosophers, 
Bk 2 ch. I. contrary to the opinion of many learned persons, 

LACT. such as Lactando Firmiano and S. Augustino, 
Bk. 7 diuin. inf who thought that there were no antipodes. 

ch. 28. 
Aug. Bk. 16. 

Dc civil. ch. 9.  

Chapter 5. 
CONCERNING WHITE, BROWN, 

AND BLACK PEOPLES. 
In Meridlonal India we 5 d  the same variety of races, white, (I) 

brown, and blaclr, na in f m d  in Europe, A&, and Africa. 
The whits people mcunble the EpMltatb in appeafanoe: thay (2) 

werr red hllllm. 
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That white people Eve to the east of Lucaantara is known to us 
only from the amount of haw a boat containing white women was 
driW out of its course by the currents and arrived in Bands. 

Of the brown people we have more information, for we have 
&*st-hand accounts of the Taos of Lummtara and Tava Minor and - - 
the neighbouring idan&. 

Thus there is the description of Marw Polo the Venetian: then 
again there is the adventure of Frandxo de Kezende; ha&g travel- 
led from Mdaca in a junk and takm on a cargo of sandaIwood in 
%or, he was carried by a " Tu~hon '? storm to a land in the south 
inhabited by Jaos xhd prevented his men from landing; they 
recovered seme gold, however, in aaisbdeep waZer off the shore, and 
after loading a consirjerable quantity they returned from that port 
to Mdaca in the junk. 

These wild Jaos should belong to the port of Beach. 
(3 As to the blaelr. Cafres or Papuas of the south, wq find a great 

number of them to the east of Tymo~: for instance, in the islands 
which lie around tlre coasts of Now Guinea. They resemble the 

(4) Otfm of klondanotapa: in some islands Mulabs &re to be found. 
I t  is an extraordinary thing that among the black Cafies chilldren 

(3) are metimes born who are as white as Italians or Venetians, witR 
fair hair. In #a year 1594 I was shown some of tbwe whfte 
children, born of a black Cafre father and mother in a country 
inhabited by Mack people. 

Chapter 6. 
CONCERNING ACCIDENTAL DISCOVERIES, 

Some of the h d s  in Meridional India have been discovered by 
accident. 

Por instance, on one occasion some merchants of Macao in 
Chiia, after loading a cargo ef sandalwood in their junk at T p m ,  
were carried by a storm to an isI& in the south, which resembled 
Tymor in appeamce. 

They disembarked thera to replenish their stores of water and 
fuel: they obtained water from the springs and wood from the thick 
groves of clove-trees- and palms: they saw deer and other auimals, 
hut met with no human being nor any trace of people. 

From its descriptirm, this island ought to be identical Mth the 
Petan of Marm Polo the Venetian, situated among the &mIs af 
Malefw. 

On another ocwion, a boat &m N a b  ueat, W e d  awey by 
the currents through the sWt 6f9%de, &-J&$ mq B@ &ad 
passing to the so%& 

(1 ) only by womm h 
BumW u " h ~  

@ilk! waded 
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Further to the south the same boat discovered another island 
which they circumnavigated in 8 days without detecting any person 
on the shore: hut they saw in certain harbours elaborate stone and 
brick buildings in large cities and fortresses which had been ( z )  
abandoned. 

This shows that in Meridional India they possessed the appur- 
tenances of civilization, and were acquainted with liberal and 
mechanical sciences. 

Again, the pilot of the ship "S. Paulo lost his course off 
Samattra in a storm which took the rowers to 36 degrees south: after 
running towards the east for several days he encountered, further to 
the south, the island of Sera, so-called because on the beach they 
found many lumps of wax marked with characters differing from the 
characters of Arabia. This wax was going to be loaded in some 
boat, which, however, had completed its loading at another point of 
this inhabited island: the wax could not have been piled up on the 
beach from a shipwreck, for in such case, it must inevitably have 
been melted and dissolved by the heat of the sun. 

Moreover, the wax would appear to be an article of commerce 
emanating from some continent in the south and handled by c iv i l id  
merchants. 

Another Portuguese ship, carded to 40 degrees of south latitude 
by J. storm, discovered the land of Parrots: where they saw, so to 
speak, schools of parrots, during their voyage along the coast. 

t This country would appear to be identical with the continental 
mainland of Lucach. 

In the year 1606, the Hollander ship driven by a storm to 41 (3 )  
degrees of south latitude discovered the southern continent. 

They found there a large number of Portuguese, the sons and 
descendants of other Portuguese who had been shipwrecked on the 
coast. 

These people still possessed the same fire-arms and guns, Put 
went unclad or poorly clad: they lived by tilling the soil and workin% 

Chapter 7. 

CONCERNING THE ISLAND OF L U c A  VEACH. 
The people of Ende frequently used the sea-route which had ( I )  

been opened from Ende to Luca Veach, 'land of gold ', which Wn- ( 2 )  
tained a large quantity of this metal, many " bares" of gold bein:! 
obtained by barter. Such is the account given by the old men of 
Ende, who relate the adventure of a ship from Ende which Was 
maMng a voyage to Luca Veach: when they had got as far as the 
island of Sabbo, they encountered a storm and violent winds ( 3 )  
f "  Tuphon ") which prevented them from putting in at Sabbo, nor 
were they able to make the islands of Rdoam and Lucachancsna 
which are in ~1gh.I of sleb other. 
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68 J. V. Mills. 

Being compelled by the storm to run before the hurricane, they 
lost sight of all these islands. 

Then the weather cleared, the winds moderated, and they were 
becslmed for three days drifting from one place to another: it was 
during thls stage of their voyage that they discovered Luca Veaeh, 
where they disembarked at a village to obtain water and provisions, 
far they had jettisoned everything in thestorm, and had kept nathing 

(4) except some ' slualbaa " f f d  as ballasit for the boat: now tYlfs fruit 
was valu&ble in the country of Luca Veach, so in exchange for 
" simllas ''> which were merely the fruits of W d  palms, the inhabi- 
tants girve the voyagers'the gold for which they asked: for gold 
occurred in large quantities there, and even the gravel at the base 
of the trees contained metallic gold. 

The islrind of Luca Veach has a compass of more than 8 Spanish 
leagues in circumhrence: the country, while containing mineral oies, 
is fresh with abundant wooded groves and beam very proIiiic crops 
of rice, grains, and every e n d  of foodstuff. 

I t  abounds with palms, including the fhe%ar cocas, as well as 
extensive plantations of sugar-cam; and contains numerow fre-sh 
Btreams with excellent water; fm these streams, in which auriferous 
rocks are found, the mariners replenished their store of water. 

%me of the people are white, with fair hair and light-blue eyes: 
they are short in stature: they go in public nndad or poorly clad: 1 
they inhabit cottages which are covered with thatch: they live by 
tilling the soil and working; this includes tbe &tivation of 
vegetiLble gardens. 

Living amongst the white people are a brown pwple: d l  speak 
the same lmguage, which is that of Rafoad and Sabbo: they are 
entirely without iron md for weapons they use slings, daxts, and 
lances with points made of fishes' teeth. He who is richest aad 
most influenth1 governs the country. Along thR coast for a distance 
of 150 geometrical paces the sea is choked with a kind of false coral, 

(5) " agar~gav " or scad, which otXFtruds disembarkation in the port 
of Luca Veach: for the boat to reach Fhe land it was n m r y  to 
cut the branches of the sea-weed, in order to make a way for the 
boat to pass: tben one cwld return without danger far there are no 
sandbsnka or other d%culties there. After the boat had been loaded 
with the requisite quat~tity of gold they set out fmm Luca Veach, 
and in the course of the sea-voyage met another stom, wb~hereupon 

(6) fhey jettisoned all tbe gold except what was n e e m y  for ballast: 
then with calm weather they made the port of Sabbo where thq 
d i h a r @  the gold: even this was so considerable in quankitp that 
it a m &  all fhe people of &bh. 

A-atud bv e m d  for &a d&es. &eu amno& w maka % 
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Chapter 8. 
CONCERNING THE CERTIFICATE REGARDING 

LUCA VEACH. 
I, Pedro de Carvaihaes, Captain of the fortress of Ende, during 

my appointment as Captain of the fortress, received from the most 
honourable and influential natives of the Christian community the 
following account of what happened in connection with the island 
of gold ' or Luca Veach. A small boat from the port of Sabbo wlth 
some merchants aboard encountered a storm and violent winds, and 
being driven out of its course by furious currents lost sight of land. 

Continuing their voyage with the bows pointing south for a 
little less than 30 leagues, they came to the uninhabited Pulo Cam- ( 
bim, ' island of goats '; thence travelling south about as far again 
they discovered another uninhabited island, Pnlonhior, 'island of ( 
coconuts '; further on they discovered the island of Pulo Tambini, ( 
' island of women ': then catching sight of Luca Veach they parti- 
cularly noticed the fortunate mountain of gold. 

The men from Sabbo disembarked a t  the port and found on the 
island such an immense quantity of gold that they were amazed. 

So they loaded as mCch gold as they wanted until the boat could 
hear no greater weight; then with south or awstral winds the boat 
returned to their original port of Sabbo, bringing riches to a country 
which was ill provided with them: for from the cargo of this hoat is 
derived all the gold which is found in Sabbo today. 

On Luca Veach rises a lofty mountain or high peak or point, 
which is inlaid with gold: I mean to say, i t  is so prolific in the metal 
that quite thick veins of it shoot through the rock, which, as it 
becomes bare and smooth with the disintegrating effect of the 
weather, gleams d l  the more as it reflects the rays of the sun: from 
a distance its brightness resembles a glowing coal. After receiving 
this information, I gave orders for the immediate supply and pre- 
paration of 2 boats provided with oars; they were supplied with 
necessaries, with pilots and sailors from Ende, and other ratings, in 
order to make the voyage to Luca Veach. 

Just as the boats were on the point of raising anchor and 
setting sail, the Dominican Fathers being, as it were, the vicars and 
administrators of the Christian organization in the south, implored 
me in most earnest terms toabandon the whole voyage, on the ground 
that the Christians, as being unacquainted with the sea-route and 
having no experience of these latitudes, would undoubtedly consider 
that they were going to certain destruction and death in this Ocean. 

Out of respect for the solemn request made by the reverend 
gentlemen, I abandoned the design, so the rich voyage to Luca Veach 
or ' island of gold' did not eventuate. The " Descobridor " Manuel 
Godinho de Eredia asks for this statement in the interests of his 
Vvyage md enterprise gad for the advantage of the King's service: 

18 tlla whole tmth and b t  it 
I 

I I 
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Chapter 9. 
CONCERNING THE SCANTY INFORMATION 

ABOUT MERIDIONAL INDIA 
(1) P ~ Y .  Pliny in Book 2 Chapter 67 mentions the 

Ek. 2 ck. 67 voyage of Hannon, a Carthaginian captain who 
sailed from the port of Carthage, now Tunes in Barbaria, through 
the strait of Gibraltar, and followed the coet  of Africa round the 
Cape of Good Hwe until he reached the strait of the Red Sea. 

Both Pliny and Cornelius Nepos refer to the 
CeasEuua NEpos vovaat of EU~OXO. a servant to tbe kim of the 
Satyras or of ~ t h i o ~ i a  or of the ~afrks, who set out from &e *trait 
of the Red Sea and followed the coast of Africa round the Cape of 
God  Hope or of Monmotapa until he reached the strait of Gibraltar. 

From which it is clear that in those days men had opened the 
same sea-routes to Africa and the Oriental Indias as are wod toclay 
by the Portuguese from Portugal. But they make no mention of 
the land of the south and of 1Meridional India, for it was a country 
with which the ancients had no intercourse and of which they did 
not even know: their intercourse did not extend heyand the Canary 

P ~ Y .  or Fortunate Islands, which Pliny mentions in 
32. 6 ck. 32. Book 6 Chapter 32. 

And Seneca in his an%p"stic verses ghows that they had no 
knowledge of any other Ian& except Europe, Asia, and Africa: he 
merely prophesies that a time will come when Thile will no longer 
be the world's end. 

Moreover the writings of the mappists and cosmographers 
mention no other ancient countries nor any other divisions of the 
globe except Emope, Asia, and Africa: they have no information 
about any other part of the world. 

Hence it is dBntlt to maintain that Solomon's trading voyages 
extended to Mridional India. 

WDI~.CY 
Ptolemy makes writken mention of Meridional 

India only in his Table 12 of Asia. It is from 
this date that the land of the south was visited by merehrurtsl from 
Egwt and Arabfa, and that the Mouros began to pass over to 
Ferlech in Java Minor, introducing Arabic characters and the 

(,) wearing of " Cabayas ", as is noted by Marco Polo the Venetian and 
MAW POLO other mereIultas. 

Prr~ro The Island of Athlantis off the strait of Gib- 
(3) Attlont*. raltar or Colmnns of H e r d m  in P1ato"sory 

would appear to he a mere vision. and not real land as he makes 
Critias w t  in the Timew. Nobody I+& tllw land as any- 
thing moe 14 than an anchanted E8tsugd: evgn todw 8 b 5  of 
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Chapter 10. 

CONCERNING THE EXPEDITION TO 

MERIDIONAL INDIA. 
Apart from orders made by the Kings of Portugal in their 

instructions, discoveries were made by licence of 
jFAN BllRRoS Pope Martinho V granted to the Iffante Dom Chronrca Anrique the Mathematician, Master of the Order 

of Christ and Ddke of Viseu, in the year 1414: the privilege was 
confirmed in the year 1441: and later, in the year 1493, other Popes 
permitted the division of the world between Castile and Portugal. (1) 

Now, by an instruction dated a t  Lisbon on the 14th day of 

ROYAL I~srnuc'rio~ 
February in the year 1594, Our Lord the King 

14th Feb, 15Y4, Dom Phelippe I11 ordered that the discoveries 
in Meridional 1ndia.should be made by Manuel 

Godinho de Eredia. Mathematician: and accordinzlv the latter. in 
the year 1600, rkeived a Commission from th; Viceroy   om 
Francisco de Gama, Count of Vidiguera and Admiral of the Indian 
Sea, to undertake this enterprise in the name of His Majesty. The 
Commission was confirmed by the succeeding Viceroy Ayres de 
Saldanha, and he was despatched with the Habit of Christ, and with 
the title of " Adelantado of Meridional India," being promised a 
twentieth part of the revenues from the new state. 

So he passed from the court of Goa to the port of Malaca, where 
he completed his preparations to proceed to the south, in order to 
accomplish the voyage to Meridional India, the land of gold. 

But he was not able to effectuate his happy voyage in the year 
1601 above-mentioned. 

First, because the f6rtress of Malaca was subjected to a succes- 
sion of attacks from the Malaios, and the military force attached to 
the expedition was required a t  Malaca for the defence of the fortress: 
secondly, because the Hollanders were holding the channels and 
straits of Bale and Solor. 

But, in view of his accounts as to the undoubted existence of 
Meridional India and Lucaantara, he kept the undertaking in mind, 

r eo that when peace and tranquility prevailed in the South, he might 
g o  later to take possession of the country, in order to incorporate it 
In the Crown of Portugal and to organize intercourse and trade bet- 
ween Lucaantara and Malaca, to the advantage of the customs- 
revenues. 

While detained a t  the fortress of Malaca, Manuel Godinho de 
Eredia devoted himself to the service of the Navy: in particular, he (2 )  
founded the fortress of Mum, a t  the, mouth of the River, by order 
of the Vicemy Ayma de Saldanha and of the Gsneml A& hrrtado 
da Mendoqa hued on the 2nd day of Februa~y In tbe year 1604: 
further, he gave ordm for the foundrtlon of other foM lor the 
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(3) (4) defence of the straits of Sincapura and Sabbab: in addition he 
( 5 )  captured and enforced his rule in the town of 

CkRoNICLES' Cottabatu, ancient court of the Malayos, mn- 
quered by the famous captain Dom Paulo de Lima Per- in the 
year 15%: he performed much other diligent service for the KEng, 
havmg at his diiosal the whole Southern Squadron of qrmed rowing- 
boats, consisthg of 6 decked d o t 8  and 60 '"liantis ", which also 
resemble " bargmtb " or small ships propelled by oars. 

With this fleet they eaptured prises, and inflicted much daarage 
upon the villages and cultivated lands and boats, in which they killed 
many of the Malayos. 

While he wasactually s@ying at the he wmpied himself 
with it$ fortllication and defence, assisting in the necessary duties 
at the fosm, ramparts, and palisades, and catrjing on the system 
of watch and guard. 

Most of the time he devoted to making discoveries in the district 
of Malaca. The whole of this district was visited and explored by 
Manuel Godinho de Redia in the capacity of " DeDc0bridor ": and 
he ~ r e ~ a r e d  vlans. and choroa~a~hic desai~tioas of the muntrv. 

* ~&ide$,-he found out slithi places WiZh deposits of metal< gold, 
silver, mercury, tin or "cakvn': iron, and other. metals, presious 
stones, and other miner&, including nitre. 

It was during the time when he was making his discoveries of 
metals in the district that by the grace of C&l there appeared in 
the sky a visionof the Cross, in the shaw w h i i  is sbown at the end 
of this outline, to the greater glory of Cod. 

On the orders of the General Andre Furtado de Mendo~a the 
(6) "Descobridor " rwrned to the court of Goa to recmit his health, 

for he had fallen a victind to the malady known as " bwebere ": it 
w& befause of this illaess that he could not return to Malaca with 

Vicemy D m  Martin Mongo de Castro: he held an order in 
the Vicerope own $and addF& to the Archbishop, the Owefnor 
of the State, authorizing the bearer to make provision for the relief 
of the fortress of Malaca: this o d e ,  however, had no effect owing 
to the death of this Viceroy in the year 1607. 

Chapter 11. 
CONCERNING THE CO1MMISSION. 

I, Aym de Saidanha, a Mmber of His Majesty% Council, 
'Wiwoy of hdia, &c, make known to all who may see this my 
c o d s s f o n ~  that, for just cause8 which are contained in another 
c%?!W&iOn$ I have @Wed licence to Manuel God& Be Eredia 
d e r e h  he is emx?uwere$ to discacar the istand or bfands eaid to 
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being within the limits of the Crown of the Kingdom of Portugal, 
the said Manuel Godinho de Eredia shall be Governor-General of 
such island or islands. 

And moreover the said lord will receive the honour of the Habit 
of Christ. 

And further, if he should die after accomplishing the discovery, 
I will order an honourable marriage for his daughter: bestowing 
upon her the greater favours and honours which the services of her 
father, the said Manuel Godinho de Eredia, would have merited. 

And further I grant him, in the name of our said Lord the King, 
that there will be given to him one-twentieth part of what he dis- 
covers, or what His Majesty is accustomed to give to discoverers of 
mines in His Kingdoms. 

I accordingly give notice to the Controller of His Majesty's 
Exchequer, to the Justices, and to other officers and persons to whom 
it pertains, and I command them to execute and observe this order, 
and to take all requisite steps for it to be executed and observed in 
manner herein contained without any difficulty or obstruction what- 
ever. This commission shall have effect as an order passed in the 
name of His Majesty, notwithstanding Ordinance No. 20 of Book 11, 
which enacts the-contrary. 

Drawn up by Francisco da Costa, the 5th day of April, 1601. 
Written by Antonio de Moraes. 

Viceroy. 
Seen. 

(Signed). MORAES. 
Recorded in Book I of the General Transactions, folio 128. 
Paid: 100 res. 

Antonio de Moraes. 
Registered in Book I, folio 245. 
100 res paid by Luis Gon~alves. 

Pedro da Silva. 
Registered in the Chancellery by me, 

Duarte de Faria. 
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Chapter 12. 

CONCERNING THE CERTIFICATE REGARDING 
THE CROSS IN THE DISTRICT. 

I, Father Belchior Figueira, Vicar of the Church of S. Lazari, 
in the district of Malaca, etc., certify that among the natives of the 
country it is a matter of public notoriety that at 5-30 a.m. on Sunday 
the 24th of November in the year 1602, the morning prior to the 
day of S. Catharina Virgin and Martyr, when more than 20 

SUNEPUTAT Christians were on board a rowing-bat journey- 
(') ing from Suneputat to the landing-stage at the parish church of 

S. Lazaro, in order to hear the obligatory mass, by the just decision 
(2)  of God there appeared to them in the sky a most perfect cross, of a 

blue colour, deeper than the blue of the clear sky: the cross was 
perfectly symmetrical, as though it was artificially made: judging by 
its apparent size and proportions, the actual length, including its 
rounded pedestal at the foot of the cross, would extend to approxi- 
mately 3 fathoms, more or less: right a t  the top was the head-piece: 
from the upper side of the head-piece there sprouted green branches, 
resembling branches of marjoram. The cross was extended in the 
sky above the district of Malaca in such a manner that its pedestal 
lay towards the west and its head-piece towards the east. 

1 This vision lasted for a little more than 2 hours: after 1 a.m., 
the cross faded before the brightness of the sun, and the figure of 
the cross disappeared entirely. 

This occurrence caused astonishment as well as great devotion 
among the Christians. 

Because this vision appeared in the region of the parish of S. 
Lazaro at the time of the explorations in the district of Malaca, when 
the " Descobridor " Manuel Godinho de Eredia was making his dis- 
coveries, navigating the river in the service of the King, and because 
this was a notable incident which took place during the course of 
his enterprise, and because I have been asked by the " Descobridor," 
I affirm that this is the truth, for the greater glory of God: and I 
swear by the sacred gospels that it is my signature which appears 
below. 

i .4t Millaca, on the 6th of December in the year 1602. 

/I FATHER RELCHIOR FIGUEIRA. 
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